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"Saludos Amigos" To Echo In Twin

-

TENTATIVE PROGRAM
Fourth International Banana Festival
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 25:
Opening ceremonies for the Arts and Crafts
exhibits
The following exhibits will be opened:
— Ashland Oil Purchase Prize Collection
— Venezuelan Arts and Crafts
— OCEPA Exhibit with Latin-American
Crafts, costumes, etc.
— Kentucky Guild Train
— 601-Piece Ray Harm-Hugh Haynie Exhibit
— 300-Piece Ecuadorean Arts and Crafts
Gallery
— Art showings by Latin-American students
— Cabana City - Authentic Latin-American
Village
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 26:
1:00 P. M. Carnival Open
Arts and Crafts Exhibits Open
Cabana City - Authentic LatinAmerican Village
9:00 A. M. Opening of Casa de Guatemala
with Marimba Band
Join the fun and frolic. Dancing
every night.
TUESDAY. SEPTEMBER 27:
1:00 P. M. Carnival Open
Arts and Crafts Exhibits Open
Cabana City - Authentic Latin American Village
9:00 P. M. Casa de Guatemala with Marimba Band. Join the fun and frolic.
Dancing every night
WEDNESDAY. SEPTEMBER 28:
1:00 P. M. Carnival Open
Arts and Crafts Exhibits Open
Cabana City - Authentic Latin American Village
7:00 P. M. Banan-A-Rama opens with area's
largest Talent Show, having prizes
amounting to $1,500,
9:00 P. M. Casa de Guatemala open with
Marimba Band. Join the fun
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 29:
1:00 P. M.Carnival Open
Arts and Crafts Exhibits Open
Cabana City - Authentic LatinAmerican Village
8:00 P. M. Inter-American Music Fiesta at
Cabana City
Mrs. Florence Ballesteros, Chairman.
Mrs. Ballesteros is the wife of Dr.
Gabo Ballesteros, a very prominent
Ecuadorean physician and surgeon
and the mother of last year's Miss
Ecuador. Mrs. Ballesteros will accompany 41 talented Central and
and South American students here,
who will also perform at the
Southern Governors' Conference.
9:00 P. M. Casa Guatemala open with Marimba Band. Join the fun and frolic.
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 30:
Salute to Industry Day
Latin-American Friendship Day
Mrs. Ward Bushart, General Chairman
Twin City Development Committee
— Get-Acquainted Coffee—Derby Cafe
— Tour of Exhibits by Dignitaries
— VIP Luncheon—Park Terrace
— International Relations Program-2:00 p. m.
— Dignitaries' Reception with Governor
Edward T. Breathitt of Kentucky, Governor Frank G. Clement of Tennessee, Senator and Mrs. John Sherman Cooper, Congressmen Frank A. Stubblefield and Robert A. "Fats" Everett, Latin-American
Ambassadors, high-ranking government
officials.
— 5-Car Illinois Central Rail Exhibit with
Auditorium car, showing interesting and
educational films.
— Princess Pageant Semi-Finals - 8:00 p. m.
with Debbie Bryant, 1966 Miss America.
— Simultaneous entertainment - Cabana City
Teen-Age Hop.
— Arts and Crafts Exhibits, Cabana City and
giant Carnival open.
— Casa de Guatemala open at 9:00 p. m. for
fun and frolic.
SATURDAY. OCTOBER 1:
10:30 A. M. Parade - Lion's Club Sponsors
12:00 Noon Barbecue - City Park - YMBC
Sponsors
2:30 P. M. Auto-Giveaway - Cabana City
2:45 P. M. Gary Lewis and the Playboys at
Cabana City Auditorium.
8:00 P. M. Finals - Princess Pageant
Simultaneous entertainment Cabana City
9:00 P. M. Casa de Guatemala open for fun
and frolic.
Arts and Crafts Exhibits, Cabana
City and giant Carnival open all day.

A bus load of weary, but distinguished guests will
arrive in the twin cities tonight, (Thursday) after
having travelled over land and sea to learn and to love
life
in these United States.
The group will be among the first arrivals, of the
more than 100 Latin-American guests expected to
visit
in the homes of Fultonians for more than two weeks
and
to attend the Fourth annual International Banana Festival.
There will be "how-do-you-do" and "Saludos" exchanges among the hundreds of people who will gather
at the band-stand on Lake Street to welcome the Amigos
from the banana-producing countries of Central and
Latin-American countries. While this is the second year
that the Banana Festival has undertaken the highly
successful people-to-people program of personal diplomacy,
there will be new people to know, new people to love
... mostly because the Amigos that were here last year
returned to their homes and spread the word of American friendships made and understandings enjoyed.
Returning to Fulton for her second visit, and to whom much credit
is given for the fine American
image in South America, is Mrs.
Florence Ballesteros
who will
be accompanied by her young and
beautiful daughter, Christina. Mrs.
Ballesteros accompanied an older
daughter Patricia (Miss Ecuador
of 1966) to the Festival last year.
The Ballesteros family is prominent
and influential in Ecuador; Dr.
Ballesteros is chief of staff of the
largest hospital in Quito.

son. Later in the day they will go
to Kentucky Dam Village where
they will present a "command performance" at the Southern Governors' Conference. '
There the group will be joined
by Vicki Lynn Hurd the International Banana Festival princess, making her first Kentucky appearance
after her triumphant success in
Atlantic City where she was judged
second runner-up in the Miss
America contest, the most coveted
title bestowed on an American
miss.
Mandel Brown, band director in
the Fulton City Schools is coordinator for the Amigo program
this year. Mr. Brown is enviably
qualified to spear-head the program since he visited in Ecuador
this summer. He has been assisted
by an equally capable group of
local citizens.
The schedule for the Amigos is
as follows:
September 15

pervised and organized the mission
to the Banana Festival. The students were selected—from a long
list of applicants. Primary requirement for selection was for individual talent in the fields of art,
music and Latin-American folklore.
Friday the students will enjoy a
day of rest and acquaintanceship
with their newly adopted Fulton
families. Saturday they will journey to Paducah to be the luncheon
guests of the Paducah Sun-DemoMrs. Ballesteros personally su- crat
and Paducah Mayor Tom Wil-
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Marimba Band
•is the evening with the hosts.
wilt e....:
•t• students will be
admitted free. The admission for
September 17
the hosts and hostesses will be 50c
Host and hostesses will have
September 27
their guests at Banana Headquarters at 8:00 A. M. to leave for Pa
Will spend the day in Union CO
ducah and the Kentucky Dam VI, as guests of the Chamber
of Comlage. They will return to the 11, merce. Hosts and hostesses will
nana Headquarters about 9:30
have the students at the Banana
10:00 1'. M. that evening.
Headquarters at 8:30 A. M. The
September 18
students- will be guests at tht
Union City High School and flu
Attend church.
radio station. They will return ti
September 19 Through September the Headquarters around 4:00 P. ST
23rd
September 28
Students living in South Fulton
attend classes with hosts. Students - The day will be free. Attend the
living in Fulton meet at the Ful- Banana-Rama Talent Show at 7:00
ton High Band Room at 8:00 A. NI. P. M.
Classes and Orientation from 8:00 September 29
A. M. Lunch with hosts and
The day will be free. Students
afternoon free. Attend football will perform at the Latin-American
game evening of the 23rd with Music Fiesta &WI P. M.
host. (Afternoons and evenings
September 30
free)

Will arrive in Fulton by bus and
September 24
will De met by Fulton group at the
Free, with host and family.
banristand. Mayors of TwitT Cities
will be there and also the Fulton
September 25
High Band. Hosts and hostesses
Attend church with host and hoswill pick up their guests at this tesses. Please attend the
opening
time.
of the Venezuelan and ()cepa Arts
and Crafts at the Jones Building
September 16
and the Woman's Club Building.
The arrival of the remaining stu- Other exhibits also suggested for
dents on the City of Miami around viewing.
12:00 noon. Please meet at the
September 26
Fulton High Bandroom from 1:00
Students, hosts, families and
P M. to 2:50 P. M. for a practice friends will
attend a party at the

All students will be present at the
International Relations Program
at 2:00 P. M. The evening entertainment will be the Princess
l'ageant or Teen-Age Hop at Cabana City at 8:00 P. M.
October 1
Parade 10:30 A. M. Evening entertainment will be the Princess
l'ageant Finals at 8:00 or the
Teen-Age Hop at Cabana City.
October 2
Students w ill return home.
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Festival Headquarters
Needs Floats To Float

Jottings

Any business, or4,•nization or
group that is interested in having
a float in the Banana Festival Parade, October 1, should contact
Festival headquarters, 472-2975, as
soon as possible.
The floats may be created by the
participants or the services of a
professional builder may be used.
By calling the festival office a
member of the float committee will
discuss
arrangements and suggest
The vast and significant program
a
professional float builder if reto create friendship, togetherness
quired.
and understanding with our friends
to the south across the waters, is
contagious here at home. Never in
all the years that I have worked
with community projects have I
seen so many, give so much, for so
worthy a cause.
F rem

Jo's

Notebook ,

This is an interesting story for
the home-folks. Jim Stewart, a
gent
who calls Kentucky home, but
who
is now with the American
Broadcasting Corporation in Chicago is
coming down to "cover" the
Festival for that national TV network.
Jim said he formerly lived
in
Dukedom with the Willie Parkers,
maybe it was on the Willie Parker
farm,(I didn't quite keep attentive,
I got so excited about his
coming).
Jim married an Owensboro
girl,
thelormer Rose Marie Taylor,
who
will accompany him on his
trip to
the Festival. Jim's letter
says that
he's always been so proud of
what
we have done with the
Banana
Festival, that he's coming down
to
see for himself. NOW isn't
that nice
for ail concerned?

A Festival Prize
Corvair Monza '66
To Be Given Away

A 1966 Corsair Monza will he
given away as a part of the Fourth
International Banana Festival activities, to some person holding the
winning ticket.
Tickets may be obtained from
participating merchants in a 50
mile radius. No purchase is required and the tickets, like the car are
free. The holder of the winning
ticket must be present to win when
at the drawing at 2:30 p. m. October 1, at Cabana City.
Ticket stubs should be deposited
in the drum at Cabana City which
opens on September 25.

Number 37

Gary And The Playboys To Headline
Dignitaries Coming To Banana Festival
Gary Lewis, son of the famous movie and TV star
Jerry Lewis, and a star in his own right, will headline
,
the program of nationally famous dignitaries who will
appear at the Fourth Annual International Banana Festival. Gary and the Playboys, top-most of America's r(
cording stars will appear at Cabana City Auditorium op.
Saturday afternoon, October 1 at 2:45 p. m. The troupe
will come to the Festival from the Mid-South Fair in
Memphis. A press party, a "jam-session with radio and
TV disc jockeys and other public relations • activities
will be part of the famous star's program in the twin
cities.
The Junior Chamber of Commerce, will handle all
arrangements connected with Gary's appearance here.
The Jaycees will also handle arrangements for the giant
Banan-a-rama talent show, the Latin-American Music
Fiesta, the International relations program and all teen
dances during the Festival.

In August of 1964, an unknown
musical group auditioned at Disneyland for the teenage dances the
famous park features during the
summer vacation period. The
group consisted of the lead singer
on drums and four other youths
playing accordian and three guitars
and they called themselves Gary
Lewir, and The Playboys. It was
the very first audition the boys had
ever given, but the entertainment
director of the park liked what he
saw and hi-ant, and hired them on

the spot - much to their surprise
The new group was enthusiasticalls
accepted by the audiences from thevery first night and as the word
spread it was not long before they
were playing to a packed house
every night, with the result that
they spent the entire summer playing at the park. It was not until the
season ended that the surprised
park officials learned that they had
signed the son of famous entertainWe Like Bananas"
er, Jerry Lewis.
In spite of the fact that he grew
Then there's the story of
the boys
up in Hollywood, the son of a movie
at the Fulton Electric
star,
System,
Gary Lewis was raised unwho are always most
spoiled in a closely-knit family
accomodating, but at Festival time,
like
group,
a
purposely kept that way
lot of others, they get
carried
by his Dad and his mother l'atti.
with the program. If all away
He spent his school years on theadded,
end on end, the distance
West Coast and graduated from
covered up and down utility they
Black Fox Military Acaderns
poles
to hang those banana
hands, they'd
Gary
also attended Los Angelt
be sitting on Pike's
Peak today.
Parking space around Banana such as banana
City College, and later the Pa'.,.
This is just one
ice cream, cake,
example of the Festival Headquarters is scarce, as pudding,
pie, or bread. Bananas in dena Playhouse where he major.,
behind-the-scenes work
that is be- more and more people are getting salads,
or jello, are also delicious. in drama. Gary received his firs'
ing done that I hope to
into the swing of festival activity.
set of drums as a present from hi.
acknowle
dge
publicly as the time goes
"I'M ONE OF THE BUNCH" father on his
on and The spirit is catching as the time
fourteenth birthdas
my poor limited time
gets more draws closer, for the Fourth Inter- badges are on sale for 35c at head- but at that time took just a pass
plentiful.
national Banana Festival, officially quarters and to be without one ing interest in them. I.ast year, Pis'
beginning September 28, is really might mean a penalty during fes- like most 19 year olds, he becane
The Memphis zone of
in its initial stages w ith the arrival ttival week, so buy one, and wear it interested in the popular music to
the
mobile division of General Olds- of
Ecuadorian students who will proudly.
the day and began to practice th•
Motors
called Wednesday to say
FULTON ELECTRIC is already drums in earnest after classes ,••
that they entertain for the Southern Coverwe're going to furnish at least
in
the
process of installing decora- the Pasadena Playhouse. He ma
three 113rs' Conference this week-end.
brand new Oldsmobiles,
soon joined by friends from th•
maybe
"Local people can help in many tions for merchants.
more, for Miss Debbie
THE CITY MAINTENANCE DE- school and the neighborhood ani!
Bryant, ways to make these first visitors
Miss America of 1966; Banana
Fes- feel at home by getting the festival PARTMENTS of Fulton and South out of their practice sessions
tival Princess Vicki Hurd and
Janie spirit early," say the workers at Fulton are continuing to decorate group was formed. Their firs'
Olmstead, Miss Kentucky of 1966,
headquarters. Some of these ways the streets to create a festive air. 'dates' were playing for private
all of whom will appear at
MERCHANTS should be prepar- parties and they proved so popular ..
the are outlined below in the hope that
Princess Pageant on Friday night.
they will be supplemented by in- ing special store windows in honor that they were 'booked' every
You saw all these lovely gals
weekend and during school vacaof the occasion.
on dividual ingenuity.
nation-wide TV last week . . .
RESIDENCES are urged to par- tions. By summer Gary's confiat
BANANA BAGS are on sale for ticipate in the
the Festival you'll see them in
decorating, too, and dence had risen to the point where all
$1.00 at Festival Headquarters for to display the
their lovely persons.
American Flag as he decided that the group was
a practical item that makes one well as Banana
Festival Flags ready to try out for the audition at
Gaylon Varden of Varden Motor feel the spirit of the festival for wherever
Disneyland, which resulted in their
possible.
cH uRCE
Company will furnish four 1967 sure and they make excellent hosarerequested to ar- first professional engagement.
Fords to squire around our VIP's pitality gifts for visitors.
range programs and sermon topics
While they were at the park,
RESTAURANTS are asked to in keeping with the festival
on Friday, September 30 The new
theme news of their success traveled
start serving at least one recipe of brotherhood and diplomacy.
through
West Coast music circles
(Continued on Page seght)
every day that contains bananas
(Continued on Page tight)
(Continued on Pape Six)

It's Time To Catch The
Banana Festival Spirit

Gary Lewis

More Local News
And Pictures On
Inside Pages
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Editorials
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
Thursday, Septembr 15, 1966

PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING
Editors and Publishers

It's Fiesta Time In Fulton; It's Time For
Smiles, Hospitality And A Hearty Handclasp
"It's an old southern custom,
when you're walking down the
greet, to always say good morning
to whom ever you may meet."
The song is passe but the spirit
lingers on, especitilly in Kentucky.
The old southern custom of
.to meet you" and."how do you
"glad
do" is definitely in vogue for the next
few weeks especially when it is
coupled with, "buenos dias" or "como
esta usted".
The Banana Festival is well under way and it is the privilege and the
duty of every citizen of the area to
realize that, though the International
Banana Festival involves a number of
countries in this hemisphere and that
it is a part of Kentucky and Tennessee's annual celebrations, its success
or failure lies solely upon the shoulders of each Fultonian.
Note "every citizen." It is a time
when every citizen must be at top
form, leave worries on the door step
and cross over to "the sunny side of
the street."
If even one person fails in accepting his role as an emissary of
good will, he will have failed also as .a
worthwhile citizen of his community,
and by failing his community he fails
himself.
Visitors to the area at any time of
year, be they celebrities or not, may
expect a friendly welcome from those
appointed to meet them, but even
more they appreciate a friendly gesture from the housewife on her way
to market, the husband on his way to
work or the teenager busy with his
activities. The memory of the simple
gesture, if it is nothing more -than a
smile, will remain with them when
they return to their homes.

Smiles are difficult to come by
when everyday troubles are at hand,
but at this time of year an added effort must be made to cultivate that
sunny smile and make it a part of a
Fulton custom that says to Banana
Festival -visitors everywhere that we
citizens of Fulton and South Fulton
know the true meaning of, the word,
"hospitality."
This thing called "hospitality"
cannot be bought. It takes only a moment of time and everyone can contribute to its success.
A visitor to the Banana Festival
of a few years ago remarked that she
could not recall the names of all the
dignitaries that were there, but she
did recall a gentleman passing out
samples of a prize winning cake his
wife had baked to all the people who
were sitting in his yard waiting for
the parade to come by.
Another visitor recalled a gentleman lifting her little boy to his
shoulders for a better view of the
parade, and still another recalls the
interest of the hosts and hostesses of
the various booths in Cabana City,
and the nice way the boys supervised
the parking of cars.
These things make more of an
impression on the visitor to the community than all the prepared festivities available and these things cannot
be planned for they come from the
spontaneous heart of the citizens of
this community.
So let's polish up the "old southern custom" and put it out where it
will show, so that visitors will
treasure the memory of the Fourth
Banana Festival when they are making plans for attending the fifth.

Beatitudes Of A Leader
In Public Life Or Home

Every Morning Brings
Miracles To The Door

BLESSED is the leader who has
not seught the highest places, who
has been drafted into service because
of his ability and willingness to
serve.
BLESSED is the leader who
knows where he is going, why he is
going, and how to get there.
BLESSED is the leader who
knows no discouragement, who presents no alibi.
BLESSED is the leader who
knows how to lead without being
dictatorial: true leaders are humble.
BLESSED is the lea*, Wiim
seeks the best for those he seives.
BLESSED is the leader who
leads for the good of the most concerned, and not for- ,the persona]
gratification of his own ideas.
BLESSED is the leader wh,)
marches with the group and interprets correctly the signs on the pathway that lead to success.
BLESSED is the leader who has
his head in the clouds, but his fee on
the ground.
BLESSED is the leader who considers leadership an opportunity for
service.
— Selected

Are you aware of the wonder of
little things, the daily miracle beside
the door? Do you sometimes wake to
a day that seems more beautiful than
can be borne by mortality alone, so
that you feel that it is a morning to
pray, to stretch the boundaries of
your being as wide as the horizon of
your comprehension will allow?
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Do you want to run about and
look at everything as a child looks,'
with wonder and delight, and a spirit
that bubbles over with joy and spills
out in laughter on such a morning?
You have not eyes enough, nor ears,
nor hands, nor breath enough, nor
years enough, either, for just relishing the privilege of being.
You want to realize everything
at once, to miss nothing, — the bird
note, the swift spinning seconds of the
turning Earth, the pattern of the Universe, the enormity of Time, the immensity of Life.
Even when you turn on the water
in the tap and watch your cup fill,
you think how far below in the rocks
where no ray of light penetrates,
water stirs along the secret crevices
to fill your need.
While headlines scream of tyranny and the myriad complexities
that beset us, the glory of such a
morning can make life seem quite different and quite full. And must we be
so lost in Man's complexities that we
are blinded to the realization of the
genuine complexity that is the miracle of life itself, the wonder that
anything at all is, from the amoeba to
the solar system?
Our world extends far beyond
the world of Man. What is more to be
valued, relished, recognized and lived
than that?
Lucy A. Gallup

andle

SMILES OR CURSES?
There's a man named Henry Patrick.
Some folks say he's psychiatric
Just because he meets disaster with a grin.
"There's another day tomorrow,
Never let your troubles penetrate your skin."
Henry grinned like it was funny
When he lost a lot of money.
Said, "I should have watched more carefully, I guess.
But nothing can be done about it;
Maybe I can do without it.
I suppose I'll have to get along with less."
When, then, is the greater folly,
To be petulant or jolly?
To take hardship with a curse or with a smile?
Maybe Henry's way is better,
Not to be misfortune's debtor;
Take your grief and give the job another trial.
— Kelly O'Neall
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By Brenda Rowlett

This week, rather than presenting only three or four books for
your interest, we are going to list
the rest of the books in the last
shipment of new books. In this way
you will find more interesting titles
and possibly a new book just out
by your favorite author.
ADULT BIOGRAPHY: PAPA
HEMINGWAY by A. E. Hotchner;
HIROHITO, EMPEROR of JAPAN
by Leonard Oswald Mosley; THE
CHALLENGE AND THE TMUMPH (The story of General
Dwight D. Eisenhower) by the editors of The Army Times; GO UP
FOR GLORY by William Felton
Russell; THE UNCOMPROMISING
HEART, a life of Marie Mancini,
Louis XIV's first love by Francoise
51 allot.
ADULT NON-FICTION: RICHER
THAN SPICES by Gertrude Z.
Thomas; PATCHWORK QUILTS
by Avert! Colby; THE WORLD OF
THE GREAT HORNED OWL by G.
Ronald Austing; MORALITY IN
AMERICA by J. Robert Moskin;
FRONTIERS IN ARCHEOLOGY by
Robert Silverberg; HIDDEN VALUES IN COINS by Burton Hobson;
GARDEN
TO
GUIDE
THE
SHRUBS AND TREES by Norman
Tayltir: A SHORT HISTORY OF
THE UNITED STATES by Allan
Nevins: THE NOBLE GASES by
Isaac Asimov; THE BATTLE OF

THE LITTLE BIGHORN by Mari
Sandoz; THE DUEL by Robert
Baldick; A THEATRE OF MACHINES by Alexander Gustav Keller; THE POLITE AMERICANS
(a wide-angle view of our more or
less good manners over 300 years)
by Gerald Carson; COMMONSENSE GRAMMAR AND STYLE
by Robert Morsberger; HIGHWAY
ROBBERY (the true story of how
American motorists are swindled
out of more than seven billion dollars every year) by Sam Crowther;
AMERICAN .PLAYMODERN
WRIGHTS by Jean Gould; WILL
THE HUMAN RACE SURVIVE
by Henry Still.
ADULT FICTION: FANTASTIC
VOYAGE by Isaac Asimov; CALL
BACK THE YEARS by Margarethe
Erdahl Shank; SPRING ALWAYS
COMES by Emilie Baker Loring;
CATHERINE by Hilda Winifred
Lewis; LITTLE WORLD APART
by Squire Omar Barker.
JUVENILE BIOGRAPHY:
ZACHARY TAYLOR by Edwin Palmer Hoyt.
JUVENILE FICTION: ROCKET
FROM INFINITY by Lester Del
Ray; THE OLD NURSE'S STOCKING-BASKET by Eleanor Farjeon;
MIST ON THE MOUNTAIN by
Jane Flory; NIGHTBIRDS ON
NANTUCKET by Joan Aiken;
MYSTERY OF THE FOG MAN

September 20, 1946
A B.(Bun) Stoker, who has been operating a bodyrepair shop at the Whiteway Garage in South Fulton,
and Hubert Adams, who has spent the past twenty years
in auto service in Detroit, have formed a partnership
and opened the Adams and Stoker Auto Rebuilders,
body and fender repair shop, located in the Cavender
Building on State Line, just across the street from the
Fulton Hatchery.
The Junior Woman's Club gave a benefit bridge
party at the Woman's Club building Thursday night,
with a good attendance. Proceeds will be used to sponsor
a Christmas party for underprivilegethehildren.
Mansfield Martin, well-known business man of this
city, announces the completion of his new concrete
building at 205 Commercial Avenue, which will be occupied by the City Electric Company.
The Interstate Loan Corporation, Inc., with quarters at 222 Lake Street, opened its doors officially for
business on September 12. William P. Horton, a returned Navy veteran with over ten years of experience in
serving the needs of the small borrower, has been named
manager of the Interstate Office. He is a native of Mayfield and will make his home here in Fulton.
Miss Mildred Katherine Hancock, second daughter

da

By Jackie Caraway
—

Says, when he encounters sorrow,
"Leshanah tovah tekatevu vetehatemv," means "May you be inscrited and sealed (in the Book of
Life) for a good year."
It is Rosh Hashanah, the New
Year, that ushers in the most
solemn period of the Jewish year.
The ten days of self-examination
and repentance will reach their
fulfillment in Yom Kippur. the Day
of Atonement.
These ten days of penitence, that
begin today, are the "High Holy
Days," or "Days of Awe," and
they differ from other Jewish festivals in that, though deeply traditional, they are neither historical
nor 4gricultural, but concern each
Jew as an individual rather than
as a member of the group.
Rosh Hashanah falls either in
September or October, for its time
is based on the Jewish calendar determined by the movements of the
sun and the moon in relation to
each other. This is called a lunisolar calendar.
The months of the Jewish year
have such lovely names they bear
repeating for those who are not
by carol J. Farley; AI FOR MISby Richard Parker;
CHIEF
BRIM'S BOAT by Michael Gaunt;
LADYBUG by Robert M. McClung;
ATILLA, KING OF THE HUNS by
Robert N. Webb; FAVORITE
FAIRY TALES TOLD IN CZECHOSLOVAKIA by Virginia Haviland;
THE INDIAN MEDICINE MAN by
Robert Hofsinde; COINS HAVE
TALES TO TELL by Frances Williams Browin; THE WHITE PALACE by Mary O'Neill; PHILIP
AND POOKA by Kathleen Green;
STRANGE CHAMPIONS IN NATURE by Olive Lydia Earle.
EASY BOOKS: ISABELLE AND
THE LIBRARY CAT by Lillian
Bason; CURIOUS GEORGE GOES
TO THE HOSPITAL by Margaret
Elisabeth Rey; NOTHING EVER
HAPPENS ON MY BLOCK by Ellen Raskin; THE, RICE-CAKE
RABBIT by Betty Jean Litton;
CELESTINO PIATTI'S ANIMAL
ABC by Celestino Piatti.

DR. SERVER RETIRES
A familiar face is missing from
the University of Kentucky scene
this fall. It is that of Dr. Alberta
W. Server, who retired during the
summer after 45 years as professor
of Spanish. Although she's no
longer in the classroom, the veteran UK teacher has a busy
schedule ahead. She's now planning
a trip to Spain, where she will investigate'a stack of 500-year-old
manuscripts which she hopes will
cast new light upon the Spanish
conquest of the Moors. After that
will come a round-the-world voyage and the writing of at least two

M.
Di
be

familiar with them. They are
Tishri, Heshvan, Kislev, Tebet,
Shebat, Adar, Adar Bet or Adar
Sheni (which occurs only in Leap
Year,) Nisan, lyar, Sivan,
Ab and Elul.
The observance of all Jewish
holidays begin at sunset of the previous • day. On the Eve of Rosh
Hashanah in the homes, after the
recital of the kiddush, or sanctification prayer, and the lighting of
the festive candles, the head of the
household dips food in honey and
says, "May it be God's will to
grant us a good and sweet year."
Much can be learned when we
take the time to look past the veneer of a belief and see what is underneath. We do not have to embrace that belief, but we can establish an empathy towards it.
For years to come all of us of
various beliefs will have difficulty
understanding one another, particularly as the communication media
and transportation facilities bring
us closer together. Bless this difficulty!
For if we attempt to understand
( nc another and confront difficulty,
we are at least making an effort
to rise above an apathetic attitude.
The Hebrew religion has been
handed down from generation to
generation. Its contribution to the
culture of nations all over the
vvorld cannot be ignored.
It is befitting then that other beliefs should take note of this the
Jewish New Year, Rosh Hashanah
which means "head of the year,"
as it is observed at the beginning
of Tishri, the first month of the
Jewish year.
It celebrates the anniversary of
the creation of the world which, according to tradition, occurred in the
year 3761 B. C. It is also considered
the Day of Judgment, when all
mankind is judged by the Creator,
aiid the fate of each person for the
ccraing year is written in the Book
of Life.
As a part of the festivities the
shofar is blown during the morning
service in the Synagogue. The shofar is a sort of trumpet made of a
ram's horn and from sixty to a
hundred sounds, arranged in various combinations, are blown, the
(xzct number varying with different traaitions.
In ancient days the shofar was
sounded to announce the days on
whicli the new moon and the festivals would fall and every fiftieth
ye(.r to proclaim the Jubilee or to
g,ve tidings of victory. In the words
of Fania Kruger:
The Shofar, symbol of the new
year, blows;
The tone resounds and faithful
mankind knows
It is the call of peace that's yet
to be,
A long drawn note of all humanity.

of Mr. and Mrs. Cornell C. Hancock of Beelerton, and
Mr. James Albert O'Brecht of Detroit, son of Mr. and
Mrs. P. G. O'Brecht of Custer, Mich., were united in
marriage August 19, at the Temple Baptist Church in
Detroit. The bride graduated from Beelerton High
School, attended Murray State two years and then entered the University of Kentucky, where she received
her B. S. degree. She has been employed the past two
years by General Motors in a metallurgical laboratory
at Detroit. The couple will make their home in Detroit.
Dr. C. Angela Bell announces that Dr. Sydney G.
Dyer is now associated with him in the practice of general medicine. Offices located at 302 Walnut Street in
Fulton.
From Austin Springs: Abe Harris has moved to the
home of his son, Sampson Harris, near Dresden. He has
lived several years with his daughter, Mrs. Dewey Ainley, and Mr. Ainley.
The Tennessee Play Boys presented a program of
fine string music at Brundige the past Friday night to a
large audience.
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From Route 3, Fulton: Mesdames Bonnie Bennett,
Rella Bennett, Natine Crittenden and J. C. Foster spent
Friday afternoon with Mrs. Dean Williams and helped
her can corn. She has 94 pints and thinks she may complete the 100.
The home of Walter Midyett burned last week.
Most of the contents were saved. They are now in the
vacant house of Vernon Cavender near Pilot Oak.
From Beelerton: Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs
Lelon Henderson on the birth of a daughter, September
13, in Fulton Hospital. She will be called Carol Ann.
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Paris District Methodist Set
Conference For September 22
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A meeting of importance to
Methodists throughout the Paris
District has been set for ,September 22 at First Methodist Church in
Murray, Ky., it was announced today.
Termed a "Fall Mission Study
Conference," the program will give
highlights of mission studies recommended for local churches and will
stress the advantages of unified
church-wide studies. The meeting
will replace the "seminar" formerly held by the Woman's Society of
Christian Service.
Attending will be Methodist ministers of the Paris District, members of the Commission on Missions
in local churches, and members of
the Woman's Society and Wesleyan
Service Guild, particularly those
serving on the program committee.

The Parson
Speaks
"NO

HIDE-AND-SEEK
GOD"

WITH

The meeting will begin promptly
at 9:30s. m., and conclude at 12:30
p. m. with a sack lunch. Nursery
facilities will be available.
Rev. Charles Yancy, District
Missionary Secretary, will discuss
unified studies for local churches.
Short presentations will then be
given of each of the two recommended studies. Mrs. Max Hurt
will present the Bible study theme,
"James and I Peter," and Mrs.
Edwin Diggs will discuss "Affluence and Poverty: Dilemma for
Christians."
Literature relating to the studies
will be available during the day in
the Book Room.
Each Methodist Church and Woman's Society in the Paris District
is urged to have representatives attend this important conference.

Worship at the Church of your Choice

Friendliest place
in town
5ou're notfigetting, arum. that5our church

Burnett Shared
Ecuador Slides
With Beelerton
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In Operation 66 Years

J. B. MANESS & SONS
Greenfield. Tenn.
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This Feature Is Published With The Hope That More People Will Go To Church.
Ills Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Community.
INTERSTATE OIL COMPANY

THE CITIZENS BANK

Jobbers of Shell Products

Make our bank your bank

Fulton

Phone 472-3951

CITY DRUG COMPANY
Your Prescription Drug Store
Fulton, Ky.

Phone 472-1303

(Isom 216-2435

Greenfield

302 Carr St.

231 Math St.

Phone 472-1341

Dial 472-1412

MARINE OIL COMPANY
West State Line

Fulton, Ky.

Phone 472-9086

Compliments Of
Fulton Wholesale Florist
Cut flowers

Rice Insurance Agency, Inc.
a» us for all your insurance moods

Green florist supplies
Dial 479-1371

Fulton Insurance Agency
Farm 1. Auto insurance
Farmer's Liability C
208 Main St., Fulton Office Phone 472-1:1),

El/ANS DRUG COMPANY
"The Rexall Store"

PURE MILE COMPANY
At the store or at your door
Fulton, Ky,

Phone 472.3311

Hickman, Ky,

Union City, Tenn,

Hickman - Fulion Co's. R. E. C.C.

Swat,

Lake Street

Dial 472-2421

"Live Better Illectrkellly"
Hickman, Ky.

Park Terrace Restaurant
And Gift Shop
Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co.
Kentucky Ave,

Fulton, Tenn.

SW Kentucky's newest and most modern
Nursing home. For rosorv a lion call 472-3384
or writ* 309 North Parkway, Fulton,

Phone 235-2293

Hornbeak Funeral Home
Oxygen-equipped ambulance

Hickman, Ky.

Fulton

Antiques

Souvenirs

Excellent

Food

Private dining for 230

Phone 472447,

Parkway Manor Nursing Home

• Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons
W. D. Powers
Fulton
Phone 472-1R0

1

e restoreth your soul... Worship together thto week

E. W. James & Son Supermarkets

Greenfield Monument Works

all
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Church Services
For Governors
Made Known

Dr. Duke K. McCall, president of
the Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary in Louisville, will speak
on Sunday, September 18, at a 10
a. m. Protestant inter-denominational worship service during the
Southern Governors' Conference at
Kentucky Dam Village State Park.
The public is invited to the outdoor service, to be held on a hillGod called, "Adam where are top overlooking
Kentucky Lake,
you?" Adam answered, "I am hid."
A Catholic mass, set for the same
Sounds almost childish, doesn't it. hour, will
be celebrated by Father
Let us not be amused at Adam we Leonard
Reisz, pastor of St. Pius
all do the same thing. If God were X Catholic
Church, Calvert City.
to call us now it is doubtful that we The
service will
would about the work we were park's auditorium. be held in the
created for, all we can answer is
The invocation at the Protestant
we are in hiding.
service will be given by the Rev.
God knew all the time where Roscoe Tarter, Frankfort, a direcAdam was, but wanted to answer tor in the Kentucky Department of
for himself just as you and I must Mental Health's Community Seranswer. God always knows where vices Division.
we are and as sure as the day folProfessor Robert Baar, head of
lows the night we must have a the Music Department at Murray
reckoning with Him.
Stale University, is in charge of
Where are you and what are you the music program for the service.
The forty-voice choir will be drawn
doing?
from the Murray student body.
Jerryl Davis, Hopkinsville, a senSchool Zone Noted
ior, will be the organist.
The invocation at the opening
South Fulton Police Chief Garry
Wright wishes to remind drivers session of the Southern Governors'
that there is a 15-mile per hour Conference, set for 9 a. m. on Monschool zone 100 yards north and dab, September 19, will be given
south of the stop light at the by Dr. James S. Curry, pastor Of
intersection of Smith and Broad- the First Methodist Church, Hopway. Chief Wright urges every kiasville.
driver to be particularly alert for
The four-day Conference ends on
youngsters crossing the street.
September 21.

Moir imp, brings new somtual values
S. the esaev, to the beareni•

wann,-heartecl welcome awaitsjou there.

Ecuador has high priority on the
news market of the Fulton area
and it was fitting that W. P. Burnette would share the experience of
his trip to that country with the
parents, teachers and students of
the Beelerton School last Thursday nignt.

Hide-and-seek is I suppose one
of the oldest of games played. In
the very beginning after God had
made every thing and had given its
keeping to man, Adam, who came
from the hands of GOD, started
playing games first he toyed with
the commandment of obedience.
David Dean was elected presiAdam knowing he had lost that dent of the group by acclamation
game started another hiding from and received a hearty hand of applause as he stepped to the front
GOD.
of the auditorium to preside at the
In the third recorded conversa- meeting.
tion we have of God and man, we
Routine business was discussed
hear the voice of the Lord, "adam
where art thou?" Gen. 3:9. In the including the proposed black topcool of the evening of that day so ping of the basketball court and
far as Adam and Eve were con- the necessity of finishing the work
cerned was a total loss. The God of on some recenity acquired swings
creation called him and he knew he for the play ground.
must come face to face with the
A Banana Festival Committee
author of life with whom he had
had to reckon. Adam was naked, as appointed to be in charge of
the food booth that the Beelerton
ashamed, afraid, and in hiding.
group will sponsor on Lake Street
This scene has taken place every in Fulton. Thomas Lynch, Clyde
day since this far gone day of Batts, Clarence Douglas and James
man's beginning. My Christian Tuck were named to this commitfriends, we must reckon with God tee. Anyone who may help with the
every day about our waste and neg- booth is urged to contact one of
lect and disobedience, and many these gentlemen or one of the
like Adam go into hiding, behind teachers at Beelerton School. MI
a lot of shallow execuses. Subcon— help is needed and will be appresciously we are ashamed naked, ciated.
A large crowd attended the meetwe have no inner peace, we are
afraid to reckon with God about ing and enjoyed the slides that
Burnette presented. Refreshments
our lives.
of coffee, punch and home made
Adam heard the voice of the Lord cookies were served in the cafeGod, What he heard was the voice teria after the meeting. The next
of conscience and moral urge; the meting will b held the second
voice of truth set over against fals- Thursday in October.
ity and make-believe ;the voice of
stability against capriciousness. Is
God getting through to us, or are
the lines of communication down?
If He isn't getting through to us in
our sorrows, our perplexities and
our guilt, then where are we to be
beyond the earshot of His counsel
and love?
Are we afraid? Adam said he
was afraid because he was naked.
Then God answered, "Who told
you you were naked?" Are we
afraid to reckon with God because
our lives are barren? Who told us
we were naked? It is the personal
heart and mind separated from
God . .. Sooner or later our barren,
lives come up before us.

•

or 5nagosne is titefiendliestplace in,town.?

A frimdly handdaap recta yoe.
SI du door.

Hemphill Cities Service Station
Henry I. Siegel Company, Inc.
Fulton

and South Fulton

Tires, Batteries, minor repairs
Broadway St,

Phone 479-9073
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DEATHS
I. R. Jeffress

Hay Fever Or Asthma?
The ability to treat hay gens. Asthma may also result
'fever and asthma is impor- from infections, emotional
tant to nonmedical people, upsets, and other "intrinsic"
especially family members, causes.Treatment is aimed at
responsible for the day-to-day relieving the symptom, but,
care of those suffering from as affected tissues, differ, so
do treatments. A doctor
these diseases,
Usually, the responsible should supervise all therapy.
person is the wife or mother. Specific asthma therapy
Shernust guard againstsneeze now often prescribed by phy
andwheeze-causingallergens, sicians is an aerosol mist
and see that the patient is which carries bronchial-relaxing drugs into the lungs,open-.
w_ell-nourished and rested.
Hayfever. an inflanunation ing airways and releasing'
nose,
plugs of mucus. A hronchodiilining
the
the
tissues
of
and often the eyes and throat, ating drug physicians have
is characterized by red,runny found effective is isoproeyes,and nose,ancloften itch- terenol in an oral aerosol
inhalator called Isuprel
mess. And, sneezing!
Mothers, should also be Mistometer which delivers a
alert to signs of asthma,which measured dose in a mist diis more common among chil- rectly to lungs.
dren than adults. Asthma's Decongestants and antihiswheezing is caused by lung famines which "dry up" and
airways closed with sticky shrink swollen, weeping tisplugs of mucus. Attacks are sues are standard treatment
signalled by a tight feeling in for hay fever."Treatment" by
the chest, difficult breathing, prevention — unmunization
accompanied by wheezing and4 against specific protein aller
inability to exhale fully.
gens, especially ragweed potThe similarities between len—is increasing. So is
asthma and hay fever are avoidence of allergens by air
greater than many realize, washing equipment in bed.
Thereis evidence from cur- rooms, or by moving to a
rent research at the Univer- pollen-free environment
sity of WisconSin that hay
Asthma may also be pree
fever and asthma may really vented by air washing or movbe the same disease—at op- ing to a suitable climate.
posite -endS-01 the spectrum. In severe asthma and hay
Both are often allergic re- fever, doctors may prescribe
actions. The peradn with hay adrenal steroid hormones,
fever is generally sensitive to which may have to be con,
pollen of plants. Asthmatics tinned indefinitely. Many
may be sensitive to proteins physicians prefer to avoid
in foods, animal danders, steroid dependency if pc&
house dust, and other alter- sible.

Internal Revenue Happy Birthday
Giving Help To
Soldier's Wives

The News takes pleasure in
wishing "Happy Birthday" to the
following friends:

Wives of servicemen in Viet Nam
will not have tax refunds delayed
because of a missing signature on
joint returns the Internal Revenue
Service said today.
Contrary to implications in recent press reports of difficulty encountered by the wife of an American POW in Viet Nam, it is IRS
policy and practice to give special
consideration to military personnel
and their families.
On a Federal income tax return,
the wife of an averseas serviceman
has only to indicate in the space
provided for her husband's signature that he is in fact in the military service in Viet Nam and the
return will be processed. Refunds
due on these returns will be expedited.
Servicemen in Viet Nam have an
sutomatic extension of time for filing Federal income tax returns.
The due date for returns is postponed for the period of service in
Viet Nam plus 180 days, No penalty
or interest is charged on returns
filed in the 180 day period.
The Revenue Service frequently
cannot determine from its records
that a taxpayer is serving in Viet
Nan. If the wife of a Viet Nam
veteran receives a bill, notice, or
niquiry from IRS, she has only to
eontact the nearest IRS office to
se afforded every possible consideration and assistance in tax matters.

September 18:. Terry Cannon;
September 17: Sandra Cash, J. U.
McKendree, M. M. Matlock, Mrs.
John Reeks, Bonnie Sanders; September 18: Jim Campbell, Mrs. D.
L. Jones, Odell Travis;
September 20: Mrs. Cecile Arnold,
Donna Chery Nabors, Clyde Willlama, Jr., September 21: Cathy
Coleman, Debra Laird, Johnny Hotland; September 22: Suzy Easterwood, Mrs. Robert Holman, Mrs.
Jasper Vowel.

Presbyterian Group
Has Musical Program

Irven Richard Jeffress died in
The Fulton Hospital last.,'rhwrsday
afternoon, September 8, following
illness of about a year.
Funeral services were held Satui Lay, September 10, in the Fulton
First Baptist Church, with Rev.
James W. Best, minister of the
church, officiating. Burial, in
charge of Whitnel Funeral Home,
was in Fairview Cemetery.
Mr. Jeffress, 78, was a retired
farmer of the Crutehfield community. He was born in Weakley
County, the son of the late Albert
R. and Mary Waggoner Jeffress,
lie was a member of the First
Baptist Church, where he was a
member qf the Board of Deacons
and the Ever-Ready Sunday School
Class.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
Mary Robin Nichols Jeffress; two
sons, Richard Jeffress of Martin
and Robert Jeffress of St. Charles,
Mo.; one brother, Vester Jeffress of
Fulton, five grandchildren and several nieces and nephews.

Funeral services for Mrs. Ellanoar
Dillon were held Sunday afternoon,
September 11, in Hornbeak Funeral
Rome chapel, with Rev. J. F. McMien officiating. Burial was in
Rock Springs Cemetery.
Mrs. Dillon, 96, of Route 1, Fulton, died suddenly Friday, September 9, in Henderson Nursing Home,
where she was a patient.
She was born in Livingston
County, Ky., the daughter of the
late Joseph and Mary Duley Tolley, and was the widow of Pete C.
Dillon. She was a member of the
Presbyterian Church.
Surviving are two sons, Glenn
and Fort Dillon of Crutchfield;
three grandchildren and several
nieces and nephews.

FOR SALE: Fourtean foot fiber
glass boat, motor and trailer; 35
electric starter motor. Bargain.
401 Court Drive, Fulton.
Bill • Frank Welch
IT ANTENNAS: We install —
Crade-repair and move. Get our
?vices. We service all makes TV.
Phone 472-3643. Roper Television.

KERNEY APPOINTED

Former Fulton resident Willie
FOR RENT: Floor sanding ma.
ss J. Kerney has been appointed to
thine and electric floor P°11Ah
" fill a vacancy on the Chillicothe,
and electric vacuum .cleaner. Ex- Sibio Metropolitan Housing Authorchange Furniture Co.
ity Board, Mr. Kerney is a hospital
recreation specialist at the VetWE RENT - crass Administration Hospital in

Hospital bets
Baby beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers
WADE MAN. CO.
Phone 472-1501 Fulton, Ky.

HANCOCK GRADUATES
Seaman
Recruit William P.
Hancock, USN, son of Mrs. Katherine G. Hancock of Fulton has
graduated from basic training at
the Naval Training Center at San
Diego, California after completing
a nine week course.
Festival Needs Your Help

Born the daughter of A. B. Pepper and Mettle Allen Hardin Pepper in Obion County, February 8,
1911, Miss Pepper was educated in
the Obion County Schools and attended Bethel College in McKenzie.
She began teaching when she was

18 years old and continually gave
of herself to others, not only as a
teaeher but through her work as a
member of the Jackson, Tennessee
Cutnberland Presbyterian Church
and as a supervisor of Girl Scout
camps in Texas, Arkansas and
Kentucky.
Funeral services were held at
the White-Ranson Funeral Home of
Union City last Thursday at 2:00
p. m. with the Rev. J. D. Kidwell
of the First Christian Church officiating and interment was in the
Obion County Memorial Gardens.
Miss Pepper is survived by her
mother; a brother, Charles Pepper,
and four sisters, Mrs. Louis Allen,
Mrs. C. C. Bryan, Mrs. Earl Gar-

As a special tribute to this remarkable woman who accomplished so much in such a short life the
South Fulton Schools were dismissed so that faculty members and
students could attend the services.
Death lies on tier, like an untimely frost
Upon the sweetest flower of all
the field.
PHOTOGRAPHS AT MURRAY
Photographs of new homes designed by leading American architects are now on display in the
Mary Ed Mecoy Hall Gallery of
Murray State University. The show,
from the Museum of Modern Art,
will remain through October 1. The
exhibit is called the "20th Century House".

VIET NAM VETS
A bill to allow veterans of the
Vietnamese war to join the American Legion has been sponsored by
Senator John Sherman Cooper and
15 other colleagues. The Legion
whose membership is presently restricted to veterans of World War
and II and the Korean War requested the action .
NEW POSITION AT UK
The Univeristy of Kentucky has
a new associate director of development. He is Philip J. Brunskill,
who comes to Lexington from Ann
Arbor, Mich., where he formerly
was alumni field secretary for the
University of Michigan. Leonard L.
Wilson, director of the UK development program, says Brunskill's
major responsibility will be to coordinate support from selected
groups such as business firms and
philanthropic foundations.

Miss Rothie Kaler died Sunday,
September 11, in the Obion County
General Hospital in Union City.
Funeral services were held Tuesday, September 13, in Hornbeak
Funeral Home chapel, with Rev.
Charles Jobe officiating. Burial
was in Johnson Grove Cemetery.
Miss Kaler, 74, was born in Hickman County, the daughter of Henry
and Nannie Ross Kaler. She had
been a patient in the °barn County
Nursing Home for the past three
years. She was a member of the
Methodist Church.
Surviving are several cousins.

Does your mom buy much
stuff from stores that don't
advertise?

She can't afford to. The
best bargains are always
advertised in every business, and around Fulton,
that means they're in the
SHOPPER. My mom reads
the Fulton SHOPPER
every week for Fulton's
"best buys". So does my
dad.

J.P. Hyland, Jr.

'Ihe follbwing were patients in
Fulton hospitals on Wednesday,
September 14:
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Mack Ryan, Mrs. Sam Hibbs,
Mrs. Debora Stallings, Mrs. G. W.
Holley, Mrs. Carl Milam, Fulton;
Mrs. Herbert Grissom, William
Keesler, South Fulton; Luther Lawrence, Wingo; Aubrey Copeland,
Mayfield; Carlisle Cruse, Pilot
Oak; Elbert Clark, Clinton.
FULTON HOSPITAL
Mrs. Attila Hemphill, Martha
Kaye Hemphill, Bob Hailey, Mrs.
.1. W. Gordon, R. L. Johnson, Mrs.
George Gordon, Mrs, Bessie Herring, Mrs. Leon Boulton, Elvis Myrick. Fulton; Betty Pruitt, South
Fulton; Mrs. Finis Sandbag, Route
1, Fulton; Mrs. Harold Sills, Route
2, Fulton; C. W. Rozzell, Route 3,
Fulton; Mrs. Flora Nanney, Mrs.
Charles Parks, Route 5, Fulton;
Mrs. Lue Harris, Hickman; Mrs.
Claudie Pillow, Route 1, Wingo;
Mrs. Bessie Hedge, Dukedom; Mrs.
James Foster, Crutchfield; Mrs.
Arthur Bugg, Clinton; Mrs. M. F.
Glidewell, Cayce; Charles Robert
Burrow, Sturgis; Mrs. Clifton
Short, Ned Pillow, Mayfield.
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Rothie Haler

Fulton Health Center
To Give Polio Vaccine HOSPITAL NEWS

CLASSIFIED ADS

A beloved South Fulton Elementary School teacher, Miss Maudie
Pepper passed away last week. At
55 she had already given 37 years
of her life to the teaching profession and in those years she collected the friendship of all her fellow
teachers, her students and their
families. These hearts are heavy
as they mourn the untimely passing of their beloved friend and
_
—
teacher.

rett, and Miss Jeanette Pepper all
of Union City.

Mrs. Ellanora Dillon

James Patrick Hyland, Jr., died
in the Chicago Illinois Central RailA program of popular music was road Hospital Monday morning,
presented by the C. P. Y. F. of the September 12, following a long illUnion Cumberland Presbyterian
t
Feral
services were held WedChurch last Monday night, Septem- ness
ber 12, at the church, which was nesday Morning in St. Edwards
Catholic
Church,
with Father Jerry
most enjoyable.
The program began with a four- Glahn officiating. Burial was in
hand arrangement of "Coronation Obion County Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Hyland, 61, a resident of 203
March", followed by solos, duets
and quartets. Old familiar songs, Smith Street in South Fulton, was
such as "Springtime in the Rock- born in Graves County, the son of,
ies", "Silver Threads Among the Janws l'atrick and Rose Richards
was employed by the
Gold-, and "Beautiful Ohio" were Hyland.
heard, as well us some of the new- Illinois Central as a locomotive
er songs, including "Matchmaker", fireman.
Sort ising are his wife, the form•;Love is a Many Splemlored
er Nettie Penick of Union City; a
Thing- and "Sound of Music."
Those participating were Misses son. James l'atrick Hyland of FulLadonna Lawson, Sharon Upton. ton; two daughters, Anita of FulIlilda and Brenda Oaths, Janie and ton, and Mrs. C. J. Cekander of
Robbie Champion, Kay Pulley, New Haven. Ind., one brother, John
Hyland, and one sister, Mrs. W. II.
Julie Powell and Patti Hixson.
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
SteLeary, both of Jackson, Tenn.,
Construction began September 3,
and two grandchildren.
on the Louisville office of the state
Highway Department. The 2 story
addition contract was awarded to
Platoff Construction Company for
$217,490.
Oral Sabin Polio vaccine will be
given at the Fulton Health Center
next Tuesday, September 20, from
8 a m. to 12 noon and from 1 p. m.
to 4 p. m.
Parents of children who have not
had this vaccine are urged to take
them to the Health Center to begin
the series. Any adults who have
not completed' the vaccine are
urged to do so at this time.

In Memory Of Miss Maudie Pepper
A South Fulton School Teacher
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The Fulton Shopper goes swingin' up and down the streets of Fulton and
Clinton ... up and down the highways and byways of EVERY SINGLE MAIL
ROUTE IN THE ENTIRE FULTON TRADE AREA every week of the year,
singing a song of "best" buys in merchandise and services.
The Shopper is Fulion," SWINGIN'ipaper . . . live, newsy, well-printed
and delivered into the mailboxach v‘k,right on schedule. Six-thousand, two
hundred mailboxes, to be exact, and that means it reaches twenty-five thousand
pairs of eyes.
Never before in the history of Fulton has there been a publication with such
wide weekly coverage available for advertisers.
Do Shopper advertisers like it? Ask any of them and they'll tell you that
ads in the Shopper keep business swingin' like never before. It is selling more
merchandise because it is reaching more people!

The FULTON SHOPPER Is published each week by THE NEWS
209 Commercial, Fulton, Phone 472-1600 and 10 us come over and tell
you Its complete story,
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From Fashions To Lunch Boxes
by Jackie Caraway

The Fulton News,Thursday, Sept. 15, 1961

South Fulton
Commissioners
Set Tax Rates

The fashion industry has not the menu at the restaurant next
ignored the men and women of to- Lime and see what ideas you may
morrow. They are continuously get front them. In the meantime, The South Fulton City Commis
searching for ways to please the perhaps these
suggestions will sion met in regular session Tues
day night. An ordinance setting the
newest infant, as well as the pre- vary the lunch box a bit.
teen child.
Snack foods for recess or lunch tax rate at $2.75 per $100.00 assessThe Tiny Toggery, in step with could include individual boxes of ed valuation was passed upon the
the times, makes a concentrated ef- raisins. They come six boxes to a first reading. This is the same tax
fort to advance the fashion indus- package at the grocery and young- rate established last year.
The charging of churches and
try in this direction and it is fasci- sters love them and they are full
nating to see the finest of fashions of iron. Take advantage of several other tax exempt facilities for wa
services. was discussed and the
ter
gathered under one roof for the candy bars in a package and reparticular convenience of the small member that small pieces of foil commission established a policy
fry and their parents. Not to men- can be used to package your own that churches would be charged for
tion doting grand-mothers, aunts homemade cookies or store-bought water utilities due to the fact that
this is a customary procedure in
fig newtons and other cookies.
and uncles.
other areas, Henry Dunn, city
On August 23, Vivian Jones and
Individual bags of potato chips manager stated in
an interview toMabel Woodside re-opened the are nice and the individual packs day,
Tiny Toggery on East Main Street of crackers and peanut butter. You
'rhe commission also discussed
in Fulton, just east of the. Fulton might find it less expensive to take
your peanut butter, spread it be- extending gas utility lines to the
Theatre.
Reams Sub-Division off of the MarBeulah Hancock is the consider- tween crackers and wrap the pairs tin Highway. The survey showed
it
ate clerk who guides parents and in foil yourself.
was not economically feasible to
their youngsters through the realms
For sandwiches other than the spend the approximate $5000
of Dapper Do and Bryan baby ones you may have thought about necessary to extend the lines and
things into Gibbs underwear and are egg salad, ham salad, tuna fish no further action was taken.
the Isaacson Carrico line, focusing salad (when the weather is cooler)
Rex Ruddle was reappointed
special attention on the Ruth Ori- liver cheese or brunsweiger salad, mayor to serve a 2 year term beginal, Miss Q and Peaches and phinnto cheese.
ginning October 1, and Harry AlliCream dresses for toddlers through
Liver cheese or nrunsweiger can son, recently elected commissioner
14. Boys are happy little gentlemen, be blended with a fork and mixed was sworn in before assuming his
too, when they are outfitted in with mustard, pickle relish or salad duties.
Mann Ranch trousers in slims or dressing and it makes a tasty
regular through size 12 or Kaynee spread.
and Texson shirts through size 1-4,
Bologna can be chopped like ham
and don't forget to peep at the
and combined with your usual
Don Moore knit wear.
salad
dressing and pickle relish to
All these items are the latest examples of style and color available, make a sandwich so similar to ham
With special attention to reinforced salad you won't know the differknees and washing and wearing mice.
For the child with the sweet
characteristics.
Shower and birthday gift hunters tooth, jelly sandwiches are always
The Kentucky Labor News rewon't have to go further than the good and then there are cream
Tiny Toggery to nab an appropri- cheese sandwiches that are espec- minds employers that young people
are able to fill many simple
ially
good
on
date
nut
bread
for
a
ate gift for the occasion. The lovejobs. The Fair Labor Standards
liest of jewelry is available for change of pace.
Desserts are always best when Act is liberal enough to permit
children from $1.00 on up. Then
there is a selection of very differ- they include home made things. A teen-agers to do part-time work.
A youth of 16 may be hired for
little
cake batter can make a few
ent toys, as well as scarfs, hats and
not fall under
purses for the pre-teen youngster. cup cakes for the lunch box with- many jobs that do
clause
Your present will be gift wrapped out cutting down too much on the the hazardous occupation
job or power
a
delivery
such
as
family
cake.
A
little
extra
pie
crust
free of charge, too.
equipment.
The marvelous thing about the and filling in the small aluminum driven
When the youngster is attending
Tiny Toggery is that there is more trays makes a delicious lunch box
school
the
law allows young people
to come, for not all the merchan- treat.
Fruit, of course, is always popu- to work 3 hours a day on school
dise has arrived, so keep on the
on Saturday for
look out and feel free to stop by lar with kids and can be used for a days and 8 hours
exceed 18 hours per
and ask, "What's new Beulah and snack food or dessert. A small a total not to
week. The law does not allow minbabunch
of
grapes,
an
apple,
a
Vivian?"
nana, a peach or an orange are a ors under 16 to iiork before 7 a. m.
after 7 p. m.
Sunday morning a fellow church- healthful addition to the lunch bag, or
When con_sidering young people
Nothing is more appreciated
goer winked at me as though my
employment it is important that
consideration
put
kr
time
and
than
the
slip were showing and as I pulled
employer refer to the law to
at my skirt Joyce Bryan came ihto the preparation of the lunch the
its ace that all the requirements are
through the crowd to say it wasn't box and nothing adds more to
riddle
being
considered.
occasional
my,lip she was winking about, she memory than an
lit.
just wanted to get my attention to cut from a magazine or a cute
youngster
tell me she wasn't getting her tle poem or joke the
BULLDOGS AND DEVILS WIN
Shopper. — It was after church so may share with his friends at noontime.
lite Fulton Bulldogs and South
the minister didn't mind. Hope
Foot-tit Red Devils \Arm their games
you have it now, Joyce!
last Friday night when the BullCARR TO PLAY S. FULTON
dogs won over the Martin Panthers
If youngsters carry their lunch it
The Carr Elementary, Junior 19-0 and the Red Devils scored 41-0
is a good time to look over various
Gleason. Friday September
over
lists of sandwiches, for sometimes High football team will play the
we may miss a comparitively simp- South Fulton Junior High team in le, the Bulldogs will play a home
le lunch idea just because we are Memorial Stadium at 400 p. m. game against Crittenden and the
this afternoon, September 15. Ad- Red Devils will meet the Martin
in a rut.
Panthers at South Fulton,
Look over the sandwich side of mission is 25c.

Hire Teenagers
After Checking
Labor Standard

.2oiauf

.93oc.oti

City Park was the scene for the
Water Valley - Palestine MYF
family night cookout. Home made
ice cream, and cake coupled with
hot dogs and hamburgers made
those attending the Friday night
outing wish that winter days were
not so close at hand.
No bananas? Well wait till the
festival time Rev. and Mrs. Paul
Mr.
Connie,
McAdoo,
Lisa,
and Mrs. Clarence Douglas, Linda,
Phyliss, Roger and David, Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Perry, Donna
and Teresa, Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Puckett, Louella and Melanie, Mr.
and Mrs. Dewey Chatman, Rodney, Mrs. Jo Scruggs, Deborah,
Billy Joe, Larry and Mark and
all of you come back for some
free ones.
There were two cows grazing in
a Fulton meadow. "Meow," said
the first cow.
"Ba aa aa," said the second cow.
Said the first cow, "What do you
mean, Ba aa as, you sound like a
sheep?
Said the second cow, "Pm learning to say banana?'
Most everyone has learned that
the word "banana" can have more
than one connotation especially if
the word "festival" is coupled with
it.
Festival time is really at hand
with the anticipated arrival tonight
of the talented Ecuadorian students who will perform for the
Southern Governors' Conference at
EAGER TO SEE CABANA CITY even while it's still in the building stage Kentucky Lake this week-end.
are these young ladies who got a sneak preview of th2 authentic Latin.
A bouquet of bananas this week
American village that will house dozens of attractive and ontcresting
to Columbus in honor of their new
•axhibits from two hemispheres. Shown here are left to right Am, Ray post office. Edith Cole as postmasMaddox, Pat Elliot Becky Mitchell and Cindy Mitchell. The little man ter is pleased with the edifice as is
LaVerne Snell, the only living exin the back is an unseen friend from Ecuador, with his precious labor
postmaster of the Columbus office.
on his back.
LaVerne had the honor of purchasing the first stamp as a part of
the official opening ceremony on
September 1.

Man Of The House
Rotary Club Subject

"Are You The Man ol the
House," was the subject of the
speech delivered 'by Rev. James
Best to the Rotary Club meeting
held at the Park Terrace on Tuesday. James Green introduced the
speaker to the group.
Paul Westpheling discussed the
Princess Pageant, which is the
Rotary Banana Festival project,
with the members and final arrangements were made.
"VisitingRotarians were Willis
Wilson of Mayfield, Charles Scates
Gene Ohning of PaduClinton,
of
cah and Bill Baker of Martin.
Guests were Marty Warren of Fulton and Marvin Adkins of Cookvile, Tennessee. David Phelps has
charge of the program next week.

Bulldogs Select
Queen Candidates

Tennessee Builds
Hiways As Link
To Ky. Lake

Fulton High Bulldog members
selected candidates from each of
the four classes to compete for the
title of 1966 grid queen. The class
obtaining the most magazine'subscriptions will have the honor of
their candidate being queen. Candidates from other classes will
serve as attendants. The magazine The Tennessee Department of
contest will officially end Septem• Highways plans to build a $4
million network of highways along
her 19.
The queen will be crowned at the the eastern shore of Kentucky
home coming game with Fort Lake to link U.S. Highway 79 and
Campbell at Memorial Field, Oc- 70-and carry traffic from the 3
tober 14. Barbara Brown, daughter federal highways to the edge of
of Mr. and Mrs. Bob Brown was the recreation area.
selected from the Senior class; The project will be unique in
Cindy Homra, daughter of Mr. and tthat it departs from the moveMrs. Fred Homra was selected ment of traffic as the sole criterifrom the Juniors; Joy Jobe, daugh- on for determining the feasibility
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Milford Jobe of a road project and will help, not
of
development
the
was selected from the Sophomores hinder,
and Karen Treas, daughter of Mr. tourist trade at the Kentucky end
area.
and Mrs, Joe Treas was selected of the
The main object of the network
(rent the Freshmen.
of highways is to encourage the
development and growth of tourist oriented businesses such as
motels, restaurants, service statiNews From Our
on, and gift shops.

Hickman Count)
Schools Show A
Slight Decrease
Ilickma•
of
Superintendent
County Schools, Dentin MeDanii
has announced that school enrol
Punt is slightly less than last yea
with a total of 1321 compared 1
1339 at the beginning of the 1965-I
term.
There are five senools in th
Ilicknian County system with th
closing of the Kane Elementar,
School, The Central Elementar.
School at Clinton has an increas
of 88 students with a total of 55'
The Hickman County High Schoi
has 386 students enrolled.
Columbus school has 118 stt
dents, Fulgham 151, Beelerton ha
109, compared with 93 last year
The increase in enrollment in Bee'
erton is attributed to the halo
increase by the Fulton Cit
Schools for several-students in thz.
area who had been attendin
classes in Fulton.
"We Like Bananas"
Festival Needs Your Help

Parts For All Electric
Shavers At:
ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

DIAL 472-1997
Storm Door-s

SAN DIEGO, CALIF. — Seaman
Recruit William P. Hancock, USN,
son of Mrs. Katherine G. Hancock
of Fulton, Ky., has been graduated
from nine weeks of Navy basic
trai,.:ng at the Naval Training Centen here.
In the first weeks of his naval
Sc' vice he studied military subjects
and lived and worked under conditions similar to those he will encounter on his first ship or at his
first shore station.
In making the transition from
civilian life to Naval service, he
received instruction under veteran
Navy petty officers. He studied
seamanship, as well as survival
techniques, military drill and other
basic subjects.

TWIN CITY HOME
IMPROVEMENT CO.
Bill Taylor

400 Main

TV
SERVICE
REPAIRS
An.lennas Installed

ROPER
TELEVISION
306 Main Phone 472-3643
mizatmommisimmimai
Qualified to Serve
You

UTMB HONOR ROLL
Nelda it Clement ot South Fulton. Jeanne 1'. McCarthy (summa
cum Is rude), Jean Shelby Dallas
and Suzanne Marie Rogers of Fulton are among those appearing on
the 1966:summer quarter honor roll
at the University of Tennessee Martin Branch as announced by dean
of admissions Henry C. Allison. An
honor roll student must earn a
point average ranging from 3.0-to
4.0.

Our organization is set-up as .
24-hour•a-day service operation
qualified by training arid exper
ence to give the people of thi
community considerate, exper
help in time of need. We are fulllicensed under the lay"- of Ker
lucky and Tennessee.
Full ."Credit On Tennessee
Policies Honored"

HOWELL TO TEACH
David L. Howell, Fulton route I,
will teach science at Calloway
County High School at Murray this
fall. Howell, the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Roy Howell received his degree in chemistry and math at 302
Murray State University kat Janu-

PHONE 472-1412
Fulton, K1

Carr St.

ary
CRISP RECEIVES MEDAL
The Army commendation medal
was awarded to Specialist Fourth
Class Harold E. Crisp, 20, son of
Mrs. Sadie m.-Tttompson and Harold E. Crisp, Sr. of Clinton, in Cu
Chi, Vietnam on August 9. Spec.
Crisp entered the Army in August
1964 and has been overseas since
January of this year.
Burcham Appointed
Governor Edward T. Breathitt
named Elbert Burcham, Jr., of
Hickman to the Kentucky Port
Development Comand River
mission last Saturday. Burcham
wilt serve a 3 year term.

COMPANY'S COMING and members of the Civiten Club have seen working like beavers to have everything in readiness for when the Amigos
decorating Hes bandarrive tonight (Thursday.) Left to right Cr.: John Jackson, Roy D. Taylor, W. D. Powers, Finis Vinci! and Tom Wade
stand on Lake Street where all residents of the twin cities are asked to be tonight to welcomer the group.

STATE LIBRARY BUILDING
In 1064 Kentucky began its first
major statewide library construction program since 1910, reports
the State Department of Libraries.
The construction is being paid for
with federal, local and State bond
issue money.

Windows
FHA Ts- is

Awni

Boys In The

SERVICE -

Insulation

Siding-Roofing

411111EMENIE

You'll Say they're delicious,

BARBECUED RIBS
FROM THE KEG RESTAURANT
Fulton. Ky.

Lake Street

— SER —

Fulton Insurance Agency
vol YOUR

• FARM AND AUTO INSURANCE
• FARMER'S LIABILITY COVERAGE
FARM LOANS
208 MAIN STRIIIIT
OFFICE PHONE 472-13S1
FULTON, KENTUCKY
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QUALITY FORAGE REGULATES
PROFITS
ILA, quality forage is the most
sconomical part of all rations. The
lack of quality, however, keeps
many farmers from getting the full
Oenefit of this all important item.
Ilse feeding value of top quality
roughage is much higher than that
which is over-ripe or has cured too
long. The higher the quality of aay
forage, the easier its digestibility,
as well as supplying 75 to 80 of the
nutrients cattle require.
All too often supplemental grain
is fed to overcome the deficiencies
of a low quality hay, pasture, or
adage. In this case, grain becomes
:he major portion of the ration
with roughage being the supplement rather than the reverse which
shz,uld be normal.

ment until forced to by livestock
owners who just had to have the
hay in the ration. Well, if you
would put the cost of grinding into
protein concentrate, the ration
would make you more net profit in
the end. If a poor quality hay is
fed, the cow then has to digest it
and this takes energy (more hay or
even grain). If the hay were not
ground, the chances are she would
not even eat it. This is forced feeding and is proven unprofitable.
No one hay making system will
work on every farm, but the plan
that will yield the most nutrients
should be adopted. In other words,
sacrifice pounds for top quality.
With new hay making equipment,
it is possible to get the most out
of the hay field. The Kentucky
Farmstead Mechanization Exposition at Hopkinsville had on exhibit
a machine that they claimed would
make it possible to cure Sudan or
other tough-tc.handle supplemental
pastures for hay.
Remember quality, not quantity,
makes high profits'

Barrow Show
Is Scheduled
March 16-17

Tips and TalesFrom Reelfoot Lake
by Bill Hall
Reelfoot Lake is to be honored
the last of October, in fact tht 28th,
29th and 30th of October by a meeting of the Tennessee Outdoor
Writers. s last time these fellows
met at Reelfoot Lake was about
three years ago and the response
of publility that these fellows gave
the lake in general was tremendous. All of the major newspapers
of Tennessee will be represented
by their outdoor editor, or writer
from Bristol Tennessee to Memphis
Tennessee.

SHAKING THINGS UP AT SHAKERTOWN— Major
restoration and construction is
being carried out at the old Shaker community of Pleasant
Hill near Harrodsburg. Guest
accomrneidations will have hidden air-conditioning units and will
of original Shaker furniture. Shakertown at Pleasant Hill, Inc.,is be furnished with replicas
financing the project with
$2 million long-term Federal loan.
-

Slip In Festival Banana Peels
For More Festive Rose Gardens

GARY LEWIS-(Continued)

A program is being set up by the
federal refuge manager, John Delint to show the writers the operation that the federal use in capturing or trapping ducks for the banding operation. The writers will be
taken by bus on the Saturday
morning to the upper end of Reelfoot on the refuge area and also
other points of interest that have
been developed will be shown. The
primary interest of the meeting
will be the duck situation of Reelfoot Lake, I'm sure many of you
know that Reelfoot Lake is still one
of the greatest duck hunting habitat
on the Mississippi flyway, but did
you know that more different
species of ducks are found here in
this little Northwest-corner of Tennessee than anywhere else on the
entire Mississippi flyway. With the
up and coming duck season on its
way this publicity will and could
bring more and new duck hunters
into the area which in turn will enhance the economic situation for
the motel operators.

and came to the attention of Snuff
Garrett, then a highly successful
Farmers should make every effort
A
& R producer for Liberty
The lowly banana peels have mashed into the soil, but need
The West Kentucky Barrow Show
not Records who had established an
to get as many pounds of a marketslipped into the garden picture, ac- be buried deep or cut up.
and
Carcass
Contest
committee
They
able product as possible from
enviable record of hits by the
cording to a feature in the Sunday should be covered lightly with
soil.
forage crops, after which they set the dates of the 1967 on-foot Courier-Jo
urnal gardening section, Spring and fall are the best times label's roster of young artists.
should consider feeding whatever show for March 16 and 17, at May- so the twin
Snuff
contacted Mrs. Lewis, who
cities of Fulton-South to use them, but they can be used
grain necessary to reach the ani- fiell.
was by this time functioning as
The Carcass Show will be held at Fulton should be a mecca for all any time during the regular fer- Gary's
mal's maximum potential producmanager, and arranged to
rose-growers of the nation during tilizing season.
tion. The importance of quality hay Union City, Tennessee beginning at the forthcomin
cut a demonstration record. Snuff
g
They're good for other plants, and other
and pasture is not lessened by the 5:00 p. m., March 20. Roy Skinner nana Festival, International BaLiberty executives were
September 26-Oc- too. In addition to potash, they concurrent interest in high grain ra- is committee chairman and Dr. tober 1, for
where else in the world tain calcium, magnesium, pho- delighted with the results, signed
:ions for cattle. Roughage is the Dale Purkhiser is secretary.
Gary
to a contract and began
Hogs will be received at Mayfield could one find so many banana sphate, sulfur, sodium, silica and searching
Sackbone of the livestock industry.
There's always a story that
for the right material for
peels?
cholrides.
If we have a weak forage program, from 12:00 to 5:00 p. m. on March
the group to record.
sticks in your mind that you always
likewise, our agribusiness is also 16 in preparation for the on-foot
Fur the gardeners of this locale,
In February of 1965, Gary Lewis feel was funnier than any other
weakened and the farmers produc- show the next day. Judging will be- we re-print the following:
and The Playboys cut their first story you've heard. I don't know
:ion cost begins to rise. It is very gin at 8:00 a. m. March 17 in Maycommercial record "The Diamond how many of you know Monroe
THE LOWLY BANANA PEEL
easy to see the importance of hav- field and the following day contestRing" and within two months it Dean but Monroe is a sort of long
ing a high quality hay, pasture and ants may deliver animals to Union now has outgrown its place as the
was the number one record in the lanky fellow with handle bar musCity
for
butt of jokes, cartoonists' pens and
the Carcass Show.
silage.
country selling over a half million tache and broad brim bat. Now
lawsuits; it now has status in the
copies. Liberty quickly followed Monroe is really a character of all
In feeding any quality hay, it is
garden.
the hit single with an album of the characters, but a few years ago,
best NOT to grind the forage. 1
same
title and Gary's subsequent Monroe came breathlessly into one
!hink most all University experiDuring World War II banana
records
"Count Me In", and "Save of the stores here in Samburg, face
ment stations have at one time or
peels were in big demand for
Farm Bureau members attendanother worked an experiment on
"greasing" the skids of ships being ing the Shelby County Fair voted Your Heart For Me" followed the white as a sheet, and said, "You
same
patterns
hay grinding. Cattle and sheep can
as his original hit. know, I had the worst thing in the
launched; of course, then back by a 6 to 1 margin in favor of the
grind their hay much cheaper than
again to the comedians, clowns and proposed constition to be on the Sales of his records now total over world to happen to me a little
two and a half million copies. With
the mill and will do well while acFulton County Agent John B. courtrooms.
November ballot.
the success of the records, requests
complishing the feat. I know of Watts has reported the first case
AUCTIONEER EXAMS
Fcntuckians for a Better Con- for television
The recent change came about
millers here in our community who of rabies in this area in many
and personal appearstitution
Examinations will be given by
put off buying hay grinding equip- years. A calf killed on the S. J. when a New Orleans rose-grower ported released the results as re- ances poured in and Gary and his
by the Shelby County Farm group have been
a.ker farm in the Beelerton com- reported good luck over a five-year Bureau
seen on most of the Board of Auctioneers on Noin its monthly publication. the major network
munity proved to have the disease period, using the peels as a fertivariety shows vember 25 at the Sheraton Hotel in
ANSWERS TO PUZZLE
At
the same time the state-wide including two
lizer for her roses. She found the
list -week.
appearance
s on the Louisville. Inquiries should be diorganization spearheading the cam- Ed Sullivan
ON PAGE SEVEN
Show and Hullabaloo rected to Herbert Van Arsdale II,
Watts urges farmers to watch for plants responded more to banana - paign
for
approval
announced
that
peel
plus
feeding
than to bonemeal and
guest starring on Shindig, secretary-counselor to the Board of
suspicious symptoms of rabies as
Friends of Kentucky Libraries also Shivaree,
nom ROOM MOE
Hollywood A Go Go and Auctioneers, 516 Kentucky Home
well as black-leg that has resulted manure, although these helped, went on
record in support of the Sam Riddle Show.
BO MEMO 000
in losses recently. _Farmers are too.
In-person ap- Life Building, Louisville.
revised document. The report was pearances
90MII =mom
on the West Coast followasked to keep their inoculation
She reported her finding to a made by Mrs. Garnett Bale, presi- ed where
:mom BOUM=
Gary
and the group deprograms up to date.
fruit company that specializes in dent of the library group and fol- veloped
nrinm 01210
an act that pleased audiEMPLOYEES HONORED
bant.nas. Interest arose, so the re- lowed a meeting of the associa- ences of all
ilMM MOM MOOR
ages,
and they recenttion's executive board.
search staff was put to work.
ODOM onn MEM
ly returned from their first tour of
Garan,
Inc., of Clinton presented
WINDS BLOW SOIL AWAY
UMMO unn MOB
The Shelby County Farm Bureau England and Europe where they five year service pins
The researchers reported that the
last week to
onm MOM]
A single storm in 1934 blew 300 skins are high in potash, and de- in its report on its poll said: "Our were greeted by screaming fans in Mrs. Charlene House, Richard Mcmoomno moon
Clanahan, Ralph Gregory, Wayne
million tons of soil from the over- cay rapidly in soil because of high Farm Bureau booth had a good every city they played.
Jooncnnn DEMO
At present Gary is playing to Tucker, Mrs. Imogene Boyd
plowed prairies of the United water content. The result: larger, number of fair goers interested in
and
1MA mnmen ono
States, the National Geographic fuller and more beautiful flowers. giving their opinion on the revision SRO audiences on one-nighter tours Mrs. Ethel Pro. George Casparian,
AEIPI OMME10 PRO
of the Kentucky constitution which of this country, hiss movie
says.
"A plant manager said that Garan was
— Six to nine peels can be used will be on the ballot in November. Swingin' Summer" is being shown proud of the loyalty
and skill of
safely at one time. They should be Here are the results:
at theatres throughout the nation these workers.
"What do you think of the pro- with the studio receiving an imposed revision of the Kentucky pressive amount of fan mail and
•
NOBEL PRIZE-WINNER
constitution?
his new recording of "Everybody
"Farm Bureau members for, Loves a Clown" is rapidly climbing
A three-day symposium on gene- 100; against,
the hit lists. With Patti Lewis, his
18; no opinion, 50.
tics, scheduled for September 17- "Non-Far
m Bureau members mother, still keeping a close watch
19 at the University of Kentucky, for,
67; against, 39; no opinion, 22. on his career and Snuff Garrett,
In order to assist the residents in their preparawill honor Thomas Hunt Morgan, "No
indication of membership who has since established his own
native Lexingtonian and UK grad- status
for, 16; against, 18; no opin- independent production company,
tion for the Banana Festival, the City of Fulton
uate who went on to earn the Nobel ion, 20.
will
turning out his hit recordings,
Prize and recognition as one of the
Kentuckians for a Better Con- Gary's future is bright and assurrun extra trucks for the pick-up of shrubs,
world's outstanding geneticists. stitution
trees,
also reported that 8,321 ed. And even with his early and
The Thomas Hunt Morgan sym- Kentuckian
grass clippings and leaves, etc.. Sep1ember
s attending the state somewhat startling success, Gary
19th
posium, marking the 100th anniver- fair at
Louisville signed a 200-yard still takes time to listen to the adsary
of the scientists's birth, is ex- long voting roll
through 21st.
pledging to vote vice of his Dad who he says counpected to attract more than 150 for the
revised document at the seled him not as a performer, but
leading biologists, physiologists November
election.
Signatures as a father.
and geneticists from throughout the were obtained
We ask that these clippings be stacked at the
at a booth sponsored
United States and Europe.
by the organization.

Farm Bureau
Votes 6 To 1
For Revision

Rabies Reported In
Beelerton Community

Come to

MEMPHIS
CLARIDGE
•

'MEW

SUNSET DRIVE-IN
bittwiten Martin and Union City

Thank
att&laTH

Rollin Shaw

COLISEUM

Thurs - Fri - Sat. Sept. 15, 16, 17

Something for Everyone...at the 1966

City Manager

Double Feature

IT:Il111111
Of all the
reat Bourbons,
which is No.1
in Kentucky,
the home
of Bourbon?

The Fabulous

GARY LEWIS

JIMMY DEAN

And the Playboys

Mee AIR CONDITIONED

• FREE PARKING
• FIEF TV IN VERY ROOM
•I FINE RESTAURANTS
• CHILD11104 UNDER 14 FREI
• 1500 FEET FROM MEMPHIS'
DOWNTOWN AIRPORT
•COMPLETELY REMODELED

SCOTT 1. r1.1.•••
C.!W.

l• S.2•1/

HOME GP THE *AMIDES

BELL, TAVERN
SEATURiNG
C CutS CAL BROILED SPTC'eurtiS

6 years old.

,

Where The Spies Are

P.M.
with the
CHUCK CASSIDY SINGERS
and a HOST OF STARS

Sun - Mon. Sept. 18-19
Double Feature

Lawrence Harvey - Jean Simmons
World
Chamoionship

Daniel Boo

Kenn),iy Straight Dourbon. 90
Pion! 700 proof
Bottled•In-Dond. T•Ilow•tone DI•tillery
CO., Louisville, Kentucky.

And At 9:30
David Niven - Francoise Dorleac

Starts at 7:00

FESS
PARKER
TV.s

VT srp,

The Glass Bottom Boat

4 & 8:30

Musical
Stars
Galore

on? macit

Yellowstone.
Try it.

OCt. 1

Sept. 30
1 8:30 P.M.

Dial your own
Long Distance calls
and save up to 35%
over person-to-person.
Check the front pages of your
phone book for area codes,
instructions on dialing.
Then dial carefully.
You'll get better results...
and low station-to-station rates!

Starts at 7:00

* In Person

* **

TICKETS NOW ON SALE
$350 • $300 • $250• $200
CHILDREN $1 In $2 &Pelona

Life At The Top
And At 9:30

Sept. 23-8:30 P.M.
Sept. 24—I:30, 4:30, 8:30
Sept. 25-1:30, 4:30
Soo the PALOMINO PATROL
MAIL ORDERS • COLISEUM
GOLDSMITH'S DOWNTOWN
Enclos• stamped, self.
•ddresseci•nVelope.

a

tr
ti

Doris Day - Rod Taylor

in Memphis..,Sept. 23-Oct. 1
WHI30 Radio 56 presents

ti

the

Cet Beady For Banana Festival

street curb.

I

while ago." Well, of course everyone wanted to know what it was.
Monroe continued with his story,
Well, I was hunting squirrel up here
on the ridge and was walking real
quietly through the woods, trying
to hear a squirrel bark. I came to
this log and stepped over as easy
as I could and after putting my
foot down I thought I had stepped
in some mud because of the softness of the step. Looking down, I
had stepped squarely on a rattle
snake, one of the biggest I ever
laid my eyes on.
"I took off running and must have
run a long piece when I stopped beside a big beech tree to rest a minute. I was wringing wet with sweat
and felt almost faint from the experience when I heard what I
thought was a horse
running
through the woods." The fellows in
the store where the story was being told were waiting anxiously to
find out what happened next. Then
Monroe said, instead of it being a
horse, I found, it was my heart a
beating.•'
See you next time with more tips
and tales from Reelfoot Lake.

Brett Halsey - Dana Andrews

Spy In Your Eye

Southern Bell
Closed Tues. Wed.
•
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Two Proposed Waterway Projects
Connect Cleveland With Mobile
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at her bedside for many weeks
Mrs. Johnson is very ill and vei
hope to get a better report soon
By Mrs. Carey Trial&
All friends and relatives are mud
concerned.
his
filled
Rodgers
Russell
Rev.
David Lassiter and his brother
regular appointment at New Salem Leslie, spent the Labor Day week
Baptist Church the past Sunday at end here with their parents, Mr
. 11 a. m. The church sat in confer- and Mrs. Baton Lassiter.
ence two weeks ago and called
Mr. and Mrs. Chap Johnson visit
Rev. Rodgers to serve for the next ed at the bedside of Mrs. Joe Johnassociational year as full time pas- son near Martin last Saturday.
tor and he has already begun to
Mrs. Clay McConnell, et Chicago
sent. There will be the 11 o'clock is on a visit here with her dad, W
service each Sunday and preaching J. Reed,. in District 17 and all he:
service in the evening following other relatives. Her daughter, Don
the B. T. U. Sunday School con- na, has gone to Columbia, S. C.
vent::: at 10 a. in. The public is in- where she enters the University fen
vited.
the fall term. This is her junioi
Miss Ruth Harris has returned year.
her
to
home
Maybe no one missed my write-uj
abroad
trip
fsmn her
in Tallahassee, Fla. She and her last week, but your repater was ot
dad, Rev. T. T. Harris. arrived a visit with children. Mr. and Mrs
here to the home of Mr. and Mrs. Doyle Frields and baby son, Kerry.
J. W. Bynum. Rev. Barris is doing in Tullahoma, Tenn. I had a nici
nicely and enjoying his visit here time and I sure wish you could set
their flowers and shrubs. Tin
fdr some time.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene I.assiter amarantus are truly beautiful
and sons, Mark and Stevie, of Mar- Sonic hard work was exerted las
tin, spent Saturday here with par- Mrs. Frields to produce the lovely.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Buton Lassiter. colorful flowers. As I once told you
News from the bedside of Mrs. I had my seeds sown too early thi:
Joe Johnson of Martin, Route 2, is spring and the poor things died be
that she isn't so %Tit at this time. fore I could transplant them. Goine
Their daughter, Mrs. Lela Child- to try again, come the New Yew
ress, of Evansville. Ind., has been in '67.

• AUSTIN SPRINGS

the Alabama Legislature has adopted a joint resolution calling upon
the governors, senators and congressmen of the 4 states of Alabama, Mississippi, Tennessee and
Kentucky, in the Tennessee-Tombigbee compact to use their "influence, prestige, power, high offices and every means available"
to secure a congressional appropriation to begin construction of the
waterway.
The resolution pointed out that
the Army Corps of Engineers has
completed a 2 year economic study
on the proposed connection of the
DUKEDOM NEWS
Tennessee and Tombigbee Rivers
By Mrs. Hillman Westbrook
and that the report is now in the
chief of engineers' office for reMr. and Mrs. Cleve Work are view.
now visiting in Detroit with their
The 253 mile slack water route
daughter, Mrs. Ishmael Byars, and would connect the Port of Mobile
Byars
and the Eastern Gulf with the
Mr. Byars. Mr. and Mrs.
were here for the Labor Day week- 10,000 mile inland waterway netend and the Works returned with work that includes the Tennessee,
them.
Ohio, Missouri and upper MissisMr. and Mrs. Larry Marr and sippi valleys. This would place the
children have moved from Fulton Tennessee and Cumberland River
to the Watkins place.
ports hundreds of miles closer to
KENTUCKY CRAFT SALES-A potential buyer of Kentucky hand-crafted products,
Clarence Cashon has purchased the gulf.
Miss Helene Kuhn, of Denver, Col., looks over items which are adjacent to the Mammoth
north
just
place,
Hedge
Jessie
the
The Tennessee-Tombigbee Wateris
way has often been referred to as
Cave Hotel in a souvenir shop which features Kentucky craft items. Showing the crafts
of Dukedom.
A house belonging to Don Alfred "The Missing Link" in mid-AmerJack Faegan, manager of the Mammoth Cave Hotel. At right is a student from Berea
unaurned Wednesday night, from
ica's inland waterway system.
College, who in summertime makes brooms to help pay his learning costa.
determined origin. They had been
cleaning up about the place, preIN
WEIGHS
BASS
BANANA ANNA
para.ery to occupying it soon.
A shiner shad cast by E. C.
CHESTNUT GLADE
Banana Anna suggests Banana
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Levister
Kentucky SCOUts
Clarkson,
of
Harned
By Mrs. Harvey Vaughn
Fudgies for a moist, chocolaty,
are the proud parents of a son,
landed a 7 pound 8 ounce large
crunchy treat. Make plenty for
born last Thursday.
Ylace
p
first
and
bass
black
mouth
wt.
Glade Homemakers me): go fast.
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Young and
Chestnut
The
Fall
Lake
to date in the Kentucky
This recipe makes 16. squares.
Johnny have just returned from a
Club will meet in the home of Mrs.
Fishing Derby. The bass was
1 package (6 ounces) semi-sweet
trip to Niagara Falls and other
Paul Reams and Mrs. Jimmie
River beTennessee
the
in
caught
chocolate pieces
points east, reporting a very nice
Westbrook for the regular Septemlow Kentucky Dam. The Derby
ti cup sifted flour
on Thursday, Septemmeeting
ber
time.
Rivers
Four
the
in
Scouts
Boy
ends November 1.
Si teaspoon baking powder
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Rose and
ber 15. Visitors are cordially welCouncil, Boy Scouts of America,
Y4 teaspoon salt
sons, Greg and Mark, and Mrs.
be practicing ropework and comed.
will
PW
&
B
ORGANIZES
eggs
2
BENTON
Maggie House were in Memphis
Sympathy is extended to Mrs.
use of woods tools during Septemdistrict
Fulton,
LS cup sugar
Pigue,
Ramelle
Don
of
Friday for the wedding
Otis Sherriden in the death of her
pioneering
for
preparation
in
ber
1 cup mashed bananas (about 3
House and Miss Judy Hand. Don is director of the B & PW attended camps, according to Dr. Ray Mo- father, Luther Davis, who lived in
medium size)
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Junior an organizational meeting in Ben- field, Murray, Kentucky, the coun- the Chestnut Glade community
Sargent
E.
1 teaspoon vanilla
Conte
23.
August
ton,
- House, formerly of Dukedom.
several years ago.
cil's Scout commissioner.
chopped walnuts .
president
cup
1
temporary
appointed
was
of
Harrison
Ted
Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Van Brann and
Contests during the month and at
1. Melt chocolate in top of a small
Henson secretary
Union City visited with Mr. and and Sherron
weekthe
require
spent
will
Pounds
Opal
camp
Mrs.
pioneering
the
over simmering waboiler
double
treasurer. The charter memberMrs. Lewis Cole Sunday.
building and using a monkey end with Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
Miss Nancy Cunningham left ship meeting for Benton will be bridge, a Spanish windlass, a two- Vaughan. Mr. Brann has not been ter; remove from heat.
Sunday to begin her college years held September 8, at 7:30 p. m. at rope bridge, a log raft, and a rope feeling well for the past several, 2. Sift flour, baking powder, and
salt onto waxed paper or foil.
the Bank of Benton.
at Murray State University.
weeks and is under the doctor's
- ladder.
3. Beat eggs well in a medium The 8, 9, and 10 year old Cub care at this time.
size bowl; beat in sugar gradually;
Scouts will follow the theme Cub
Mrs. Clay McConnell and daugh- stir in melted chocolate and mash49'ers and will carry out ac- ter Donna have been visiting her ed bananas.
tivities that will review some of the father, Will Reed.
4. Sift in dry ingredients, blendevents that were a part of AmerMrs. Eta Frields has returned ing well; stir in vanilla and wal.
said.
Mofield
Dr.
heritage,
ica's
family
and
nuts, Pour into a greased baking
from a visit to her son
ACROSS
High-school age Explorers will in Tullahoma, Tenn.
patt, 8 x 8 x 2.
1,Except
select from several suggested ac5. Bake in moderate oven (350
David Reed has returned from a
4. River of
tivities such as projects related to visit to-friends at Oxford, Miss.
oblivion:
deg.) 40 minutes, or until firm on
myth.
in
Promote Natural Beauty, learning
improving
is
top.
Coffman
Elwyn
9.In what
the proper handling and storage of the Fulton Hospital, where he has
Cool completely in pan, then cut
way?
firearms, and Be Creative to ac- been a patient for the past several Into about 2-inch squares.
12. Greek letter
basic con- days.
with
quaint
Explorers
13. Not silently
cepts involved in creative thinking.
MORE FRENCHMEN THAN
Mr. and Mrs. Don Brundige and
14. Girl's name
All Cub Scout, Boy Scouts, and family, from Nashville, visited his
FRANCE
15. Strong wind
Rivers
Four
the
Explorer units in
The island of Martinique has
1'1. Killer
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Irvin
Council will also be starting the Brundige, Sunday.
19. Evade work
three times as many Frenchmen
21. Threefold
fall roundup for new members and
Bro. Verne Jackson, from Nash- per square mile as France itself,
22. Appear
will be holding special meetings for ville, preached at Sandy Branch the National Geographic says.
24, But
CurScouts,
Mr.
not
are
who
boys
Saturday night and Sunday. He
25. Stick fast
tis Guffey, Paducah, the Council spent the week-end with the Ray
27. Tibetan ox
Membership Chairman said.
Terrells and they and several
29. Suit fabric
Mr. Gulley also announced that others were dinner guests of Mr.
33. Persia
in
units
the
Scout
140
the
of
many
35. Excavate
and Mrs. Darrell Terrell Sunday.
council area will be observing Citi37. Rocky ridge
Mr. and Mrs. Bonnie Cummings
in water
zenship Day on Saturday, Septem- are at the races in Lexington, Ky.,
26.100 sq.
54. Roselike 61. Couch
38. Class
ber 17, and Constitution Week from this week.
62. Went astray
objects
mete s
40. Make lace
September 17 to 23. The national
Relatives and friends have re28. Set o tools
42. Animal M.D. 56. Continent 63. Bishopric
honors all citizens who ceived announcements of the arobservance
30. Setba :1:s
57. Hail!
43. Crimson
have reached voting age or have rival of a new baby son to Mr. and
DOWN
31. Command
53. Rent
45. Story
been naturalized during the year, Mrs. Gary Etheridge in Akron,
to horse
1. Pleads
47. Bunch
60. Length
and the weeklong celebration will Ohio. Mrs. Etheridge is the former
32. Newt
measure 2. Stata
51. Small fruit
34. Nurture
3. Amu'!
give an opportunity for study, ob- Linda Harwood.
36. Gun: slang
4. Frzl-At
servation, and dramatization of the
39. Bring to rest.
acts and events which resulted in
41. Small flap
5. Tsca
FERN SELECTED
the signing of the Constitution.
44. Prevent
6.1's.c.ng
46. Meadow
Jim Fern, Hopkinsville. has been
Answers On
47. Crustacean
7. Rush
Supervisor of
appointed State
LINDSEY TO VIET NAM
8. Whirlpools 48. Adore
Music Education for the DepartPage 6
49. Employed
9. Zeus' wife
Captain Robert Lindsey left last ment of Education, Superintendent
50. Back
10. Above
week for a South Viet Nam unit of Public Instruction, Harry M.
52. Vex
ti.Caut.ius
Don't Peek!
he will serve as an Ameri- Sparks announced last week. Fern,
where
53. Eii
16. Before:
can adviser. His wife, the former a native of St Louis, has been
55. Compass
18. Come in
Mary Ann Bennett, daughter of Mr. Supervisor of Music Education for
.20. Lock and59. Suf.,:::
23. Insane
and Mrs. Charles R. Benett of the Hopkinsville Board of Educapast tense
25. Irish dance
Fulton will remain in Lexington.
tion since 1958.

The Bodrd of Army Engineers
for Rivers and Harbors has recommended a billion-dollar waterway
linking Lake Erie with the Ohio
River. If the project, along with a
proposed Tennessee - Tombigbee
rivers connection, is carried out, a
1745 mile link from Cleveland,
Ohio to Mobile, Alabama would be
opened resulting in a possible increase in the market for Kentucky coal.
Concerning the second waterway,

•

•

Prepare
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HEY FATTY! LOOK
WHAT I'VE GOT.... A
CATCHER'S MASK
FOR OUR TEAM!

/-AW... IT'S
ONLY A SIEVE!
THAT WON'T
DO!
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GET OUDIA HERE!
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BEER -A

big boost to the economy!

The brewing industry each year coot ributes over
1.4 billion dollars in federal, state and local excise
taxes. Wages and salaries in the brewing industry
account for almost 500 million dollars, and the
purchase of packaging materials from other in" dustries runs over 550 million. So next time you
enjoy a cool, refreshing brew after hard work or
play, remember-BEER is good in more ways

than one!
UNITED STATES BREWERS ASSOCIATION, INC.
P. 0. Box 22187, Louistolle, Kentucky 40222

"good lighting makes a world of difference"
Good lighting is essential for good study habits and strong,
healthy eyes. High-level lighting and good study lamps protect
young eyes against strain and weakening.
Well-planned study lighting should provide a high level of light
properly placed, without glare. This promotes better reading and
better study habits because it makes reading easier and more
pleasant.

FREE PUNNING HELP. Call us today for our free planning assistance for home lighting. We'll be glad to help you solve your lighting problem.
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FULTON ELECTRIC SYSTEM
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Vicki Lynn Hurd
Second Runner Up
To Miss America

Banan-A-Rama NOTEBOOK—
Contest Time In
The Festival City

(Continued from Page One)
Fords come out on Thursday,
September 29, and we'll have them
on Friday, Not bad, eh?

Princess Vicki Lynn
Banana
Hurd won third place honors as the
second lovely runner-up in the
Miss America pageant at Atlantic
City last Saturday night.
Vicki, who was chosen Festival
Princess last year, will reign over
activities this year and relinquish
her crown to the new Banana Festival Princess when she is chosen
Saturday night, October 1, in the
finals of the Banana Princess
Pageant. _
A 19 year old brunette from
Oklahoma. Jane Anne Jayroe was
crowned Miss America in the pageant and another 19 year old, Charlene Dallas, Miss California, was
first runner-up.

Entries are begining to pour in
fur the annual Banan-A-Rama contest - the always popular talent
event of the International Banana
Festival, to be held at Cabana
City (in the old Kitty League ball
park) on Wednesday, September
28, at 7 p: m. Edward Bailey will
again serve as chairman of this
event, one of the highlights of the
entertaining program planned for
his year's Banana Festival.
There will be six groups of talent, including vocal solos, vocal
groups, dance, novelty act, instrumental solo and instrumental
gaup.
Two stages and two emcees will
make the program move along
rapidly.
One winner will be chosen from
each group cu. Wednesday night.
These six winners will compete for
the grand championship on Thursday night at 8 p. in., September
29, at Cabana City in the LatinAmerican music fiesta.
Prizes of $100 will be awarded to
all winners on Thursday night. An
additional $100 will be given to the
grand winner. It is planned to have
(,ary Lewis make the presentation
to the winner.
All entries must be in by Tuesday, September 27, at 7 p. m. Local
talent wishing to compete in the
Banan-A-Rama are asked to pick
up entry blanks from Ed Bailey,
203 Frankie Lane, South Fulton.

CANDIDATES FILE
Glenn Veneklasen of Ferry-Morse
and Rodney Miller, attorney, have
filed as candidates for the Fulton
City Board of Education. Three persons will be elected to the board in
the general election in November,
and deadline for filing with Dee
Langford, County Court Clerk, is
Saturday, September 24.

West Fulton PTA
Chairmen Named
For School Year

The Fulton News, Thursday, Sept. 15, 1966
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The West Fulton PTA has announced their standing committees
as follows:
Program: Mrs. Herbie Hunt,
chairman, Mrs. David Homra. Mrs.
Frank Welch. Membership: Mrs.
James Needham, chairman, Mrs.
Harold Pewitt, Mrs. Don Sensing
and Mrs. Jasper Vowell. Finance:
Mrs. Don Sensing, chairman and
Mrs. Dee Fry. Health: Mrs. C. W.
Whitnel. chairman. Mrs. James
Campbell and Mrs'. Robert Morgan.
Scrapbook: Mrs. T F Wilson
chairman. Mrs
Morgan Omar,
Mrs. James Johnson
Pubbrity Mr. Vs Ion Mitehell.
chairman Puhheations Mr. Bill
Fenuick. chairman Room Moth
ers: Mr. Guy Upton chairman.
Mrs. James R CaIsisstaP Mrs liar'an Craven. Mrs Ihnm•• 11.nkius
Her Royal Highness, Vicki Lynn Hurd
and Mrs Edward 11.41 Yearbook
Mrs. Shelton Owens. chairman,
Miss Tennessee of 1967
Mrs. John Covington Hospitality,
Mrs. Fred Homra, chairman. Mrs.
Parks Weeks, Mrs. W. P. Bianett
ind Mrs Milford Jobe. Devotional,
Mrs. Flynn Powell, chairman.
Ways and Means: Mrs. L. M.
NaBride, chairman, Mrs. Monroe
Wilkerson and Mrs. Glynn Bushart.
Legislation: Mrs. Charles R. BenFall semester classes at Murray made . to make the process faster
nett Parliamentarian, Mrs. Robert
State University will open Friday and smoother.
Morgan. Audio Visual Chairman,
(Sept.16) following a week of
Upperclassmen will be counseled
Mrs. Thomas Maddox. Special
counseling anti registration..
by their advisors in t e ballroom
Events chairman, Mrs. James
Student
if
Waterfield
Union
Mtn'
Wilson
Gadirector
Mann. Nursery chairman, Mrs. E.
ntt said he expects the enrollment then go to Carr Health BuildIt. Haley.
gymnasium
ing
where
they
oc)) mark for the first
Officers are Mrs. James R. to pass 6.
will be enrolled and pay their fees.
Green, president; Mrs. Charles time as the institution hegins its
Re -:ides a large freshman class,
Fields, 1st vice-president; Mrs. first regular term as a university.
Last fall Murray State had the number of graduate students
1011:: Covington, 2nd vice-president;
on campus is expected to increase
stud it'-.
iL
Bennett Wheeler, secretary,
his fall. Ten new programs lead...)t rs. Don Sensing, treasurer.
Fre: hm n stirlents arrived on
.ng to master of arts or science
inpus Sunday afternoon (Sept.
degrees are in the curriculum for
11) and attended orientation and
the first time, having been apJACKSON IS DIRECTOR
counseling sessions Sunday night
proved by the Board of Regents
Willis E. Jackson, sheriff of and Monday. They are sche- after university status was as.
Hickman County has been named'thiled- to register Tuesday (Sept.. ,iired.
itate director of the National Sher- 13).
.1n addilon to the library, whka
Upperclassmen will enroll Wed- will enable the university to acffs Association. His activities will
include assisting in keeping current nesday and Thursday (Sept. 14- commodate a study body of 7,000,
.he full membership of the sheriffs 15 ).
and a two-s'ory addition to the
if the state and reporting state
Gantt said several changes in eiticatian be:ling are slated to be
iews to the national office.
registration procedures have been finishert car:y this fall.

Murray State University Fall
Semester Begins September 16

FESTIVAL MOOD—
(Continued From Page One)
EVERYONE is asked to send invitations to relatives and friends
urging them to attend the Festival
activities and have a home-coming
celebration too.
CAR OWNERS are asked to decorate their cars and polish them up
to shine a welcome to the many
visitors.
LADIES might be thinking in
terms of wearing apparel in Festival colors and the GENTLEMEN
may be able to secure some banana colored ties.
"WHATEVER our festival fancy
may be it is time to put our banana
best foot forward," and that's the
word from headquarters.
The International Banana Festival Princess of 1966
Second Runner-up, Miss America Pageant 1966

Fulton U-Kats
District B & PW
Have Bradshaw Officers Meet
With Mrs. Pigue
Via Telephone
The U-Kats have raised their
membership goal from 50 to 100.
The present membership of 66 is
looking forward to the Monday,
September 19, meeting to be held
at 11:00 a. m. at the Park Terrace.
The luncheon meeting will feature an interview with UK football
coach, Charlie Bradshaw and Ole
Miss coach, Johnny Vaught to be
broadcast by nieans of a telephone
hook up and incorporating the use
of a paging system that will enable
the local members to ask questions.
All the U-Kats and prospective
members arc invited to attend this
unusual program. Persons over 21
who have a sincere interest in the
Universitk of Kentucky athletic
programa and the improvement of
athletia at the primary and secondary...school levels in Kentucky
ace urged to place their membership wittr-this organization.

South Fulton Club
Names New Officers
The South Fulton High School
Library Chili elected Jan Bell, a
sophomore as president for the
1966-67 year Max Harrod, a senior,
was elected vice-president.
Other officers are Cathy Coleman, secretary; Carmen Gardiner,
assistant secretary; Randa Nabors, treasurer; Laura Hawks, reporter; Joyce Morris, historian and
Donna Osteen, Patricia Holloway
and Patricia Hamilton in charge of
the bulletin board. The advisor is
Mrs. H. B Vanderford.

RIGHTS COMMISSION

'F YOU COULD SEE this fellow all around town, chances are you wouldn't hear a word of
any interesting
Irogram ever hold in Fulton. He's Jaycee Bill Bennet, sounding out the enthusiasm of
Jaycees Kenneth
itanley, (left, president) and Larry Ader, a fine and tireless worker. Bill found from his earphones that
every Jaycee in town is "real gone" on this year's Festival program.

The state !lumen Rights Commission will increase field service in
the western part of the state
through the Louisville - Western
Kentucky area office, Executive
Director Galen Martin announced
recently pointing out that 70 per
cent of Kentucky's Negroes live in
estern Kehtucky.

"Bananas Are G4-e-d"

Last Sunday, September 11, Mrs.
Ramelle Pigue was hostess at a
luncheon and business meeting for
officers of Business and Professional Women's Clubs in District I.
Miss Delores Ackerman of St.
Matthews, Ky., chairman of Business Women's Week, which will be
observed by clubs all over the nation October 16-22, was the guest
speaker. Roundtable discussions
were held on membership, programing, personal development a
Business Women's Week and plans
were announced for the Fall Roundup at Kenlake October 15-16 for
Districts I, II, III and IV.
Those attending were: Doris Rowland, president, Odell Vance, vice
president,
Lucille
Thurmond,
membership chairman, from Murray; Betty Phillips,
president,
Glenda Corum, treasurer, from
Reidland; Lillian Townsend, program chairman, Leona Tucker,
personal development chairman,
Marian Allbritten, membership
chairman, from Mayfield; Aida
Clemens, president, Mary Johnston
vice president, Gladys Talmadge,
personal development, Ruth Parsuns, parliamentarian, from Paducah: Mary Sue Seay, president,
Rebecca Dew, personal development chairman, Annette Shill,
membership chairman, from Emblem Club of Mayfield; Connie
Sargent, president, Sunshine Colley, vice president from the newly
organized Marshall County Club;
Ruth
Scott,
president,
Ruth
Grooms, program chairman, Ruth
Puckett, Business Women's Week
chairman.
chairman, from Fulton; Virginia
McCaslin, past district director,
Mrs. Jones, personal development
chairman, from Princeton.

CENTRAL PTA TO MEET
Mrs. Truman Allison, president
of the Central School PTA at Clinton has announced that the first
fall meeting will be held at the
school auditorium Friday night.
September 16 at 7:00 p. m. All parents are requested to attend.
W. Like Bananas"

And when people walk into Festival office to buy patron's subscriptions at $10.00 each, when
they're not even printed, that's the
kind of financial support that
makes us feel good way down inside. First Federal Savings and
Loan Association arid Fall and
Fall Insurance Company, went
even further. They brought in a
check for $150.00, for fifteen
tickets. That's what you call support. How nice it would be if we
could be deluged on Friday with
this kind of volunteer financial
support. We could spend the balance of the time before the Festival, putting the finishing touches
on the program, without having to
sweat every minute wondering if
we can afford even the smallest
expenditure.

And Festival headquarters is
something else. With people running in and out, volunteering help,
running errands, planning programs, it just makes life worth living, that's for sure.

S. P. MOORE & CO.
140 Broadway, South Fulton
Phone 479-1864
— Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
—Vinyl and Tile
—Downs and McGee Carpeting
—Upholstering, Modern &
Antique
—Viking Kitchen Carpeting
—Jim Martin Paints

Whitnel Funeral Home
offers
11. Prompt, courteous ambulance service with 2 staff members on duty at all times.
2). Credit on Tennessee Burls!
policies.
Telephone 472-2332

PLAY
AWARDS AND
PRIZES AT - Win Up To
$1,000 IN CASH
Plus A &P Products
2nd Series
RED GAME CARDS
RED GAME SLIPS
NO PURCHASE REQUIRED TO PLAY

I EXTRA SUPS TO HET VOU With

A Few Of Many Recent Winners

Kathleen Alley
Ruby Collins
Ed Hicks
G. A. McGuire
Joan Huston
Mrs. Henry Bethel

COMING!
XT WEEK!

W F

*1

Featuring

all the programs, people

your Fourth

It events for

ALWAYS
IN TUNE
WITH YOU

FULTON. KENTUCKY

THE NEWS
l'HURSDAY. SEPTEMBER I. 1966

Four IC
Officers
Promoted

Annual BANANA *

FESTIVAL making it the biggest ever!
Remember — September 26 is FESTIVAL*
'
s spec- *
* WEEK. Bead all about it in next week
ial Edition!
********************************

The annual squirrel hunts on
Reelfoot and Lake Isom National
wildlife refuges will be conducted on a split season basis
this year, according to Refuge
Manager John DeLime.
Free permits will be issued
this Monday, Sept. 12, on a first
come, first served basis. Hunters must have a permit In possession before taking to the
field, Mr. DeLime said. Hunting will be permitted on both
the Tennessee and Kentucky
portions of Reelfoot Refuge.
Holders of Tennessee licenses
will be restricted to lands lying
In Tennessee while Kentuckians
must hunt in Kentucky.
The hunts will open at sunrise Sept. 19 and continue until
sunrise Sept.24. Areas will then

TWO
VE112703
1965 Pickup, VI; Red IL Whit.;
long wide bed; Ky. truck
1963 International Scout pickup; 4-wheel drive, locking
front hubs; Ky. truck
1947 Dodge l
1959 Chevrolet
wide bad

-ton with bed
pickup;

long

1964 Ford 2.ton, with grain bed
1965 Chevrolet
pickup;
wide bed; 6-cyl.
Chevrolet
wide bed

long

pickup; short

1950 Chevrolet pickup
1951

Chevroiat pickup

1955 International pickup

TAYLOR
Chev.-Buick.Inc.
FULTON, KY.
Used Car lot 472-3241 Fulton
Main office 472-2466

be closed for eight days, reopening at sunrise Oct. 3 and
continuing until sunrise Oct. 8.
The daily bag limit of squirrels
is six. Dogs must not be used.
Hunters may use either rifles
.
(22 caliber) or shotguns.
_
Those who desire permits
may visit the refuge office or
write to P. 0. Box 295, Slam-

RICKMAN, Ky..
Kentucky Secretary of State
Thelma Stovall and Calloway
County Attorney Robert Miller
will be the speakers at the annual. "kickoff' luncheon of the
Hickman Woman's Club here
next Friday.
The meeting, which starts at
1 pm., will be held at First
Methodist Church.
Mrs. Stovall and Mr. Miller
will discuss the proposed new
Kentucky constitution which will

"CREAM OF THE
CROP"
63 CORVAIR; bucket seats,
4 on the floor, 34,000 miles;
sharp
63 FORD 2-dr 6 eyl; 1-ownste,
Sharp
62 CHEVY II wagon; nice
62 NASH convertible; bucket
mats
61 OLDS Super-U with power;
clean!
60 CORVAIR 2—door; Sharp
60 VALIANT station wagon;
straight shift
60 CHEVROLET Impala, 4-dr.
66 FORD station wagon
61 STUDEBAKER, OD P. Dr.
56 PONTIAC station wagon;
good fishing car.
53 FORD VI, automatic
JEEP Station wagon
S5 FORD Panel Truck; good
Condition
52 DODGE Van
SI GMC 3-4-ton; hydraulic Ilft
on rear

RENO, Nev.
— This
classified advertisement appeared Tuesday in a Reno
newspaper.
"Disgruntled father offers
red-hot 1964 auto for sale, has
been checked at 100 miles per
hour one time too many by
highway patrol, sheriff's office
and city police."

Dleil 473-3361
US 45-51 Bypass, Nor*

•

BAY FAMILY SHOE STORE
e

Lake St. - Fulton, Ky.

1
1

A Beauty! Hurry to see this 59 i
black while Buick LaSahre • 4
door sedan, local, low mileage
and the spare tire has nee, :es en been on the ground
i
Auto Sales,
Ken-Tenn
1
,.as .ww, •4=1.041•0.•

A

We've Lowered Prices!
aj
A

'$50(io

, PLUS_
OFF ANY 3 PIECE 3 LBS BANANAS
BED ROOM SUITE
F-R-E-E
Bassett - Broyhill - Link Taylor-Ward - Top Quality

your friends and
business associates

We all grade the people we
meet Why not be sure you
get an "A" on your Good
Grooming Report Card' Be
sure of always having that
"look of newness" by using
this exclusive drycleaning
process.

THURS.-FRI.-SAT'S.

eadpood ca/age

senator,

you are graded by

look?

$12.00

MAYFIELD, Ky.,
Wil,ne Freeman, raiiroaa cornmic-ioner for the First Railroad District, has been named
Graves County chairman for
John Young Brown's campaign
for the U.S. Senate.
Freeman was appointed by
former Gov. Lawrence Wetherby. Brown's state campaign
chairman.
Freeman is serving his second
term as railroad commissioner.
lie has served two termsasstate
representative and two as state

Do you realize

on the way you

$6.79

.1ki Togs Turn
Into Tuxedo
PARIS OP) — A Par!, Lithe
is displaying the clothing aaswer to the ski buff with a
heavy :social calendar. The answer is •i5i me • that turn Imo a
taxedo with a tew tip,

Freeman Heads
Brown's Drive
In Graves

NEW ORLEANS—The promo
ion of four Illinois Central
Railroad traffic department offleet s to positions of assistant
vice president, effective Oct. 1.
was announced by William B.
Johnson. IC president. The Ittilois Central chief executive
was visiting in New Orleans to
speak before the New Orleans
Traffic Club at luncheon and to
inspect the railroad's facilities
here.
The four new assistant- vice
presidents are: C. A. Larsen
general freight traffic manager:
D. B Sweeney, genera! coal
traffic manager, of Chicago:
P. A. Webb Jr., freight traffic
manager at New Orleans, and
J. S. Frost of Chicago, director
of industrial development.

be voted on in the November
election.
Mrs. Julia Falkoff, presider*
of the club, said the talks will
not be a debate, but the program is designed "to give the
facts, both pro and con" and
provides general information
about the proposed constitution.
A question and answer session will follow the talks.
Other features of the program
will he a solo by Mrs. Charles
Mikel and a devotional led by
the Rev. N. T. Patton, pastor
of First Christian Church,

WILSON MOTORS

One Selected Group
LADIES DRESS SHOES
Values To $14.99

}:eHg r:ecti
on
Watterson Expressway in Lcuisville.
Larry, from Owensboro, is the regional chairman for the build:ng
fund. Sutherland, president of Kentucky Jaycees, was speaker for the
August 15 meeting.

Mrs. Stovall, Miller To
Speak At Hickman Club

burg, Tenn. Hunters are asked not to mail licenses with their
letter but to list the serial
number of their hunting license.
For convenience of Kentucky
hunters permits may be obtained at the residence of Clarence McCollum, which is located Just south of Boodurant, Ky.
Those persons who cannot appear
In person may send
licenses by friends and have
their permits picked up by them.
Maps and complete hunt regulations will be furnished at either
permit issuance station.

20-25 other cars, trucks

Ellis Heathcott — Aubrey Taylor — Larry Seay — Dwain
and Dan Tay lor

•

LARRY DEPP, center, proudly shows
Doug Sutherland, right, a check for
$100. The check from Calhoun Jaycees, 3'3 a donation on the new Jaycees state office building, was given
Larry last week by Winfred Williams,
left, president of Calhoun Jaycees.

SECTION

Of interest to Homemakers

and *

Permits Are Available
To Hunt At Reelfoot

SECOND

FREE CARPET
ESTIMATE
DIAL
472-1501
WADES Carpet Car

SWIVEL
ROCKER
$44.88 V-

\ CLUB ALUMINUM
COOKWARE
TEFLON COATED

$48.88
••••.•..ISIO-.N.M.War.10s•411...

1 Easy
Terms
••••
Free
*
OK-PAIIISIAN
Delivery
Miracle Finish

MEN1.1•0•10.
Illkl
i,

Phone

472-1501

Laundry & Cleaners. Inc.
DIAL 472-1700.
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AT BIG VALU EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT

?:t:tiruir‘iiii

f

We Reserve the Right to Limit
Quantities. None goad to Dealers.

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. JUST REGISTER - - ANY ADULT CAN WIN....
REGISTER OFTEN...A WINNER EVERY WEEK.

FULTON, KYFORMERLY U - TOTE - EN

LOW LOW PRICES Free Valu-Plus Stamps

ROUND STEAK

SWIFTS
PREM.
PROTEN -

RIB STEAKS . .

SIRLOIN STEAKS . . . . . Lb. 89c

CHUCK STEAKS

SWIFTS
PREM.
BLADE CUTS

(

1
Lb. $1.19 I PORK CHOPS
Rib End Cuts
Lb. 49c I SWIFT'S PREM. BACON

Lb. 69c
Lb. 79c

Lb. 79c

• •

lb. 69c

LEAN - GUARANTEED
TENDER

CHUCK ROAST
SOCA

CUBE STEAKS
All Meat
BOLOGNA

BONE

9

L130.

r

Lb. 69c
12 oz. 49c

PORK CUTLETS
Swifts Prem.
FRANKS

Colonial - With Coupon
$5.00 Purchase

PUREX

..

1/2 Gal.

29c COFFEE
59c
4k

HEINZ BABY FOOD strained 6 for
LUNCHEON MEAT Swifts prem 12 oz

SOFT ORIN
Lb. Pak 45c
100's 33c

BISCUI
STARKIST

TUNA

ALL
REG.
SIZE
SIX PAK

DOG FOOD Ken'l Ration
50's
SARAN WRAP

,WITH COUPON
7
AND $5.00
PURCHASE
PLUS DEPOSIT

KRAFT'S
•

i6Oz.

61-lb. Cans

10c
99c
35c

Ballard or Pillsbury With
$5.00 Purchase and Coupon

••••

\NC..

leVICIVilli:VAMILIMSSIMP111:10

Coupon
SUGAR 5 Lbs. 19c I
With This Coupon and $5.00 Additional Purchase Excluding Milk and$
Tobaccos - Expires Sept. 17. 1966

4

JUICY
FLA.

1/2's 3 CANS
Doz. 25c

• \\••••••••••••••••••••,\\•%,,,,

S

2 - 6 Pak Cartons 39c With $5.00 Purchase Excluding Milk and Tobaccos.
Expires September 17, 1966
;

••• %Ss ••••SS%

COUPON

COUPON

50 Valu-Plus Stamps
With This Coupon and
Purchase of 1 GULF
AEROSOL BOMB
14 oz.
89c

Valu-Plus Stamps
With This Coupon and
Purchase of 4 LIGHT
GLOBES - Any Size

Expires Sept. 17

Expires Sept. 17

111NOVIC

$1.00
CABBAGE

SO

3f3PCSIi
55

••••••••••••••••••••

COUPON

COUPON

50 Valu-Plus Stamps
With This Coupon and
Purchase of 3 Lb.
GROUND BEEF Or
GROUND CHUCK
Expires Sept. 17

50 Valu-Plus Stamps
With This Coupon and
Purchase of 110 oz.
JAR NESCAFE
INSTANT COFFEE

••••••••••••••••••••••••

FIRM
GREEN

Expires Sept. 17
5 5 55 55555555N555

5555

Lb. 8c

•\••
•
••••
••••
. ••••

•NN

Coupon
SOFT DRINKS

$149
35c

CARTONS

•••••• SS, •••••••••••••

TREND POWDER Reg. 2 for . . . 39c RED BIRD VIDINAS-4-oz. 2 for . . 23c
49c
27c TREND mum 22 oz
TISSUE Como. 4 Rolls

LEMONS

. . Lb. 77c

FOLGER'S COFFEE 3lbs.$2.23 2 Lbs.
51-2 oz
A 1 MEAT SAUCE 101-2 oz. 5k

WESSON OIL g . . 89c MUSTARD . .
NESTLE'S QUICK
HAND!- WRAP

ALL GRINDS

Coupon
19c
Canned Biscuits 8 for
Purchase

With Tl.is Coupon And $5.00
Excluding Milk and Tobaccos. All 3
Coupon Items With $15.00 Purchase
Expires Sept. 17
At Adv. Prices.
••••••

5•••••.5

••

WHITE
Lb. 25c
GRAPES
SEEDLESS
FANCY
10 Lbs. 49c
POTATOES
4 for 27c
YELLOW CORN rsi
49c
APPLES gcEtTiOus 4 LIG

-

.

_

_
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The Latest Styles — Colors - Patterns are all
here! Visit our Store Now!

SEALY GOLDEN SLEEP

SALE
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NEW YORK—Half the population of the United States does
not swim, 42 per cent Mit]
poorly, and only 8 per cent swim
well. This breakdown accounts
for most of the 7,000 drownings
that occur each year.

You'll remember this smooth-top value night after
restful night! See it today!

— Starring—
Steve McQueen

•Smooth, button-free surface $
• Hundreds of tempered steel
coils
• Pre-built, crush-proof borders
• Long-wearing woven stripe
UMW

COME IN TODAY! SEALY'S GOLDEN SLEEP SALE IS ON!

Sealy Posturepedic Mattress
$79.95
— Starring —
Don -Knolls
I. MID
Tony Curtis
Debbie Reynolds
IN
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Will Keep The Student In Touch With His Class Mates And
The Folks BACK HOME.
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FOR 9 MONTHS
SCHOOL YEAR
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Dear Sirs.
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Enclosed Please Find (Cash, Check, Money Order) in Amount of Ifor
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Box 307,Fulton, Ky. 42041
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Months School Subscription for the Following Student:

i

Name of Student

2
2
2

School

:

Address

2
2

,
.1

2
1

Paid By

§

Please Include Zip Code
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PPP PISS RR IR

Our entire stock of 39c
panties
" Sizes S-M-L
White
• Tricot blends
• Blacks, Browns,
Cords
• Sizes to fit most
all
* Newest, smartest
styles with fashionwise good looks

Howl Koss/our', CommitntaA..,
Inc., Box 450, Radio City Station,
Now York, N.Y.10015

Half Do Not Swim

a

School Days Are Here Again!

a

N the news recently was the
story of • rich suburban community where the average family
incom-,
_ is about
$14 thousand.
Not one poor
child can be
found in the
schools, but the
community has
nevertheless applied for $33,551.13 in federal
anti.poverty
funds to provide
instruction for
child' n who find
difficulty in
K"'liii'r learning. The superintendent of the school system said, Our judgment was
that this money is available, all
of it money which all of us as
taxpayers contributed. " The allocation of such poverty funds is
based on the assumption that
every community must have some
families earning less than $2,000
a year. Even though this community has no families in that
category or anything approaching it, it nevertheless expected to
get the money.
This story illustrates the essential reason why the welfare
state cannot be permanent, but
will inevitably bankrupt itself.
Millions of people do not need
social security, medicare, subsidized housing and anti-poverty
money of various kinds. But realizing that they have to pay the
bills for the generous handouts
all the way around, they usually
convince themselves that they
might as well share in the
bounty. Welfare for the needy
tends to become welfare for
everybody, and when it does we
are taxing ourselves to pay ourselves. To be sure, some are more
heavily taxed- than others, but
this process of itself will finally
reduce that class of citizens down
to the general level. In the end
we shall be endeavoring to lift
ourselves by our boot straps, and
there will be nothing but poverty
to distribute. In the last analysis,
the welfare state anti-poverty
program must inevitably result
in general poverty for all our
citizens.
There might be one exception.
The political bosses and their
henchmen who have access to the
public treasury will probably
fare rather well.
In defense of state welfarism
it will be said that we cannot let
needs.poolle suffer. That is certainly true, but they could and
would be cared for by non-government organizations established for that purpose. Such
organizations would administer
relief only to those who were in
need. Every effort would be made
to restore such people to a selfsupporting basis. Relief would be
available for the worthy poor,
but would not become general for
everybody regardless of need, as
we see happening before our eyes
in the state welfarism which we
have adopted. Government administered relief will destroy our
self-government and our freedom
and eventually lead us into the
totalitarian state.

C

ir
os Reg. $2.50 Men's Tricot
t+11:1

DRESS SHIRTS

* Warmth Without Weight
• Rayon and acrylic blends
" Solid colors and plaids

• All-wool worsted
• Regulars, shorts and
longs
• 2-Button Kent models
. and 3-button Lee

Regularly 39c!
o Patterns galore
• Current favorites
• A wide variety
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POUND
1$TEAK

RE ELF00

19c RIB
STEAK
Il EL CEbiAtb
vi N
A

REELFOOT FANCY BABY BEEF

SIRLOIN STEAKS

LB.

LB

WILLIAMS'

REF Li OOT FANCY BABY BEEF

PsiisAGEL190 $1.18s
fliitSUFRGERKITCHEN
* NECK

LB.

8FRESH MEATY

LB.

3

FRUIT AIELLO
CHICKEN SALAD

16 OZ.

8 OZ.

LB.
R KaGHEN
BOTItE5

T-BONE
STEAK

GRADE

790 dikAkiiis
OLD FASHION
790 iGNA
SMOKED
250Gs JOWL

Geo

LOAF

5 wit
5g9
5 4P

REELFOOT
FANCY
BABY BEEF

LB. G90

HENS

LB. 49
4

49$
390 FRANKS
390 iisbRK BRAINS 294
BEAN SALAD
49(
450 BANANA PUDDING.6oz.59(
PKG.

12 °Z.

"3.

LB.

FROM OUR KITCHEN

39c BANANA
55( BREAD

s

1.%1Va

utLon,

KITCHENLB.

FROM OUR

APPLE
CAKE

16 °Z.
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IF YOU REALLY WANT TO SAVE . .. DON'T JUST LOOK AT THE "SPECIALS" LOOK AT THE
BE SURE AND LOOK OVER OUR NEW DISPLAY OF GREETING CARDS.
EVERYDAY "SHELF PRICES"
,,00,,,,#.4,,&
. . ,, ‘.\,4-14---Tit,)****14\1
, DOUBLE QUALITY STAMPS
\. . , ,A"
c. s.•44. :t•ON WEDNESDAY
,
100 EXTRA
*
_
.. QUALITY STAMPS
,...,
PLUS LOW SHELF PRICES :
.
—
DAY
EVERY
W
\Av..
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purchase. One coupon to a family. Ex.
iee,..,, With this coupon and $5 additional products.
frozen milk
and
milk
tbacco,
o
cludin
g
,,ae‘el

CNN.6S%S
0

EXPIRES SEPTEMBEER 20th.

•

50 FREE

50 FREE
QUALITY STAMPS
With The Purchase
REELFOOT
SMOKED PICNIC

QUALITY STAMPS
With The Purchase
10-HO LIQUID
DETERGENT
Quart Size

50 FREE

100 FREE

100 FREE

QUALITY STAMPS
With The Purchase
FASIFION LIQUID
8 Oz. Bottle
SHAMPOO

QUALITY STAMPS
With The Purchase
AQUA NET
HAIR SPRAY

QUALITY STAMPS
With The Purchase
DRYAD SPRAY
DEODORANT

COFFEE

FOLGER'S
CAN

•

:

a

:•

•

_
---

50 FREE

QUALITY STAMPS
With The Purchase
Twin Pack
WONDER POTATO CHIPS

QUALITY STAMPS
With The Purchase
With Any 6 Pkgs.
FROZEN VEGETABLES

LIMIT I PLEASE

WITH AN ADDITIONAL $5.00 PURCHASE,
EXCLUDING MILK & TOBACCO PRODUCTS.

lb.

•••••••

A
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FOREVER YOURS

SNICKERS

3-MUSKETEERS

P. H. STRAWBERRY

20 OZ,

FOR

BARS

SIZE

HI-VALUE SOLID

BAR

"
Nrs 2 I/2 SIZE

10C tkAtigHT

3BUTTER

4 Oz.

CANS

CELLO BAG

GOLDEN RIPE

BANANAS

LB' 100

lOc BELL PEPPERS
LARGE

CARROTS

LARGE SIZE

P.PLVT.IMiLLS 3 $1.29 ot zp,,
SPRAY STARCH — 49c ORANGE JUICE
Our Ad Runs For 5 Big Days
NABISCO IC OZ.

24 Oi

TO GIVE YOU EXTRA SAVINGS
* WHY PAY MORE --- START SAVING TODAY' •

PKGS.

89t ICE CREAM
69( SWEET MILK

SWIFT'S PAR1K/2
LA
GN
AE
L
LON

EACH 50

MADEQUART

GALLON

MAXWELL HOUSE
PACKED IN PARTY PITC
hc7R 51
.
39
Z.

SOUTH FULTON, TENNESSEE

AND SON
AMES
SUPER MARKET

49(

DUKE'S HOME

INSTANT

FULTON PURE
MILK

1/2 GALLON

CUCUMBERS
69( MAYONNAISE
97( COFFEE

EACH 50

SPALDING PACE SETTER

FOP

'sone;

50 FREE

50 FREE

QUALITY STAMPS
With The Purchase
2 — 4 Oz. Boxes
McCORMICK BLACK PEPPER

39t
GRAPE JELLEYKRAFT 3-- $1FRU1T PIES—mAFRozEN 3 Si cANspy RS 10 39( PRESERVES
PEACHES
25( ilZI,EPEA,
5 Las- Si pi.AjtiEpeiz,
3Las-99t
BISCUITS
49( INSTANT TEA
89( Purple Hull Peas 2FoR21c BLACKEYE PEAS 2O21(
HARVEST MAID

a
•
a

Have You Checked Yours Latelyi
..

.'ti,t1.....A1TA.S,S$
ISIVASiVI

icol1/44S\%4.

a
a
a
a

We Close All Day On
The Sabbath

CONVALESCENT ITEMS
heelchairs, crutches, walkers,
tc. are for rent or for sale at
SOUTHSIDE DRUG - 479-2262.

e

REDUCE!
with Slender-X in tablet or chewing
um form. Now available at
41UTHSIDE DRUG

, CLEARANCE SALE!
CAMPERS
,1-1%4 Eagle with spar*
and Canopy
1-1965 Buffalo with dinette,
spare and canopy
1-1966 Eagle with spare
See or Call-

Another s chool
year is underway in
Kentucky, and the
Department of Agriculture's Division of
Corrunodity Distrbu'ons again providing
food for school lunchrooms throughout the
State, Director
Tboroas Lewis reports
that the over-all
spply of USDA donated foods is expec-ed
:o be comparable to
previo;..s years.
Lewis no-es, home xer,
that creamery lot. --ler
a r.d process cheese
will not be ava;lable
year. This is
due to the fact that the
present produc"on of
these two c ommod:t..es
is rncr.-ng through
regilar *. rade channels.
The amount of money
spert for tIlese
,two items
be used
to purchase fruits and
egetahles or other
foods. This arrangemer: v./ll also allow
school lunchrooms to
buy margarine with
the money available
from not having to
purchase fruits a -id
vegetables.
Schools will receive
two shipments of frozen
turkeys this year.
Other items will include raisins, pears,
corn meal, flour,
rolled wheat and
shortening. These
foods are available
under Section 32 and

HOSPITALIZATION AGENTS
Appointments and office furnished by Company. Complete line of
Hospital, Surgical and Medical.
Gua,anteed renewable for life sold
to all ages. Pays in addition to any
insurance and medicare. Special

Medicare Supplement Policy. Also
complete line of Life Insurance
with vested monthly renewals.
Fringe benefits for our agents.
Must be over 21 and have car.
Write:
Pyramid
P.O. Box 422
Madisonville, Kentucky

Charles Jackson
179-2996

There;
Ilk yea-

CAN
at(‘
.C. --

16.sa intureei
item,
sell

WANT AD!
•..L% SA. g.00,4

Norge rofehoneatoe, good $29.95
Cushion floor - 32.25 SO. Yard
1 gas range - "as - is" $10.00
1 Electric range, good
ENI.
2-piecis living room suit*,
good
4-Drawisr chest
$iS
2-Refrigerators in ~Wg
order, each
Small Hotpoint eofrigiorator $2.
51
Small Gibson refrlgora
$3tor
640
Come in and browse around; we
hay• lots of bargains not adyer-

DIGGING IN for the start of the new 52-mile-long Purchase
Parkway are Governor Edward T. Breathitt and Kentucky
Highway Commissioner Henry Ward during groundbreaking
ceremonies near Mai field. Breathitt fulfilled a promise made
in 1963 to participate in the groundbreaking, and predicted
that he will cut the ribbon opening the highway to traffic
before he leaves office. The new toll road for Western Kentucky will run from U. S.62 near Calvert City to the Tennessee state line west of Fulton, by way of Benton, Mayfield
and Wing°.

tit•d1

WADE'S USED
Furniture Store
Fulton

PhOrbe

472-3421

Pianos Cost Most

W.by

CHICAGO - Americans spend
more on pianos than on any
other instrument. Last year
piano sales set a 36-year record,
with more than 248,000 being
purchased. They raised the
number of pianos in American
households and schools to more
than 9.5 million. -

M.D.

Consultant, National Dairy

416. Dry milk, dry
split peas and rice are
also available upon
request and may be
picked up at the Blue
Grass Ordinance
Depot Warehouse.
Ifeel that the li:nchroom program is or

Counelt

of the most worthwhile
services the Department renders in
cooperation with the
U.S. Department of
Ag
enableing
schools-to provide
well-balanced meals
to students. •

(JUST OUTSIDE CITY

UXITS)

10-Room House And 70x170 Lot
1 Lot 185x169x 2M (Triangle)
1 Group Of House Furaitare

Joh. It Stares aag Janos T. 3ohassa. lacilawars
Torus: 35% Down, Mama

Days

MI

A 55.0313111 to Ilt• moo., woman who gurrersee ..arerel to ,kS. Pelos
of Ilse total ml.)

WEIGHT CONTROL: TAILOR THE PLAN
perative if you are to make any
Are you overweight?
headway at all. It is amazing
Are you dieting now?
Have you been successful in how most of us kid ourselves, or
reaching the weight you desire forget actually what we have
but then regained your former eaten and how much. A careful
overweight in a period of time? record will form the basis for
If your answer is "yes" to Improvement. Even to the amaquestions like these, you are one teur, certain improvements will
of thousands of people who have suggest themselves. Overindulexperienced frustration with their gence in highly rich foods will
weight problem.
be apparent.
The newest and most profesKeep a List
sional thinking suggests the only
So make a list for breakfast,
kind of weight control program lunch and dinner for a weekthat will be successful is a tai- and don't forget to include belored plan of living and eating tween meal eating as well. Be
habits-tailored specifically for sure to include alcohol and soft
you.
drinks. An inventory of this kind
Slow But Sure
is your first step toward personThere is no guarantee of quick alized weight control. List each
results. Quite the contrary. food or drink in serving measureThough a tailor made suit will ments such as teaspoons, tableImmediately improve a man's ap- spoons, cups, ounces, grams or
pearance, a tailor made plan whatever-in other words be as
of weight control will take time exact as you can.
to get results.
Limit the Amount
You didn't gain that weight in
Next, limit the portions of what
a hurry. At least most of us didn't. you eat. Start out eating the same
It came on gradually, perhaps foods, but less of most, and maybe
over a period of years. The im- cutting out entirely any foods
portant point now is not so much that obviously are in the rich
what you will weigh five weeks dessert class, or overly fatty, such
from now as five years from now. as fried foods. Broil your meats
What is called for is a re-train- instead, for example.
ing of our eating and exercise
There's more to this. Like dehabits. Whatever our life is now, termining for sure that you are
our eating cannot be as before. getting the proper number of
We need to adopt new patterns servings of foods from the four
of eating, and expending energy food groups. And which foods are
that are compatible with our age highest in calories. We'll talk
and way of life. And I venture about this in a future column.
this will take some doing for Meantime, any of you who are
each of us.
seriously overweight-ten pounds
As•starting point, do you real- or more-should see your doctor
ly know what you had to eat last before starting any weight conweek? Such information is Ian- trol program.

BIG SAVINGS!
BIG PRIZES!
Two Smart new
4-wheel drive

Scout'
Sportops..
by INTERNATIONAL'
- Arno,. No ,

locludkng agape ApoltanCo•
....._
...
,
4'N

0..
ror _

BOSTON-The

National Fire

Protection Association gifpd ma

'
7
1
11.
0
)
6
2
...
.-----,. -.-WOW
WO. okimo

N

.1;
1:00
.
. ,,,...746
'
t.
.
At
.4_9.

DOOR MAT
Regularly $1 19

LIGHT

......... t

5 lbs.
Rat Killer

Galvanized

Sale

LAWN RAKE
Regularly $2.25

Scrub Tub

89

Only

89'
Save on

TIRE

Warfarin Pellets
Regularly $280

Sale$1.69
.
I

bt,.
a

,Mud
CUT
*
ftll 'PI Fs;r5EY;r4nple
C

110
.
p ,:

Taintless
Preen:raiser
First Use
Welt. Ilrea
Regularly $25.25
plus 112 36,.o
.,..
Sale

glad Myles
Regularly $23.10
Pius $2 20 tax

Roof Coating

BULBS

40, 75,

100 watt
Regularly 24c

icap
4

-A 24

aco
lsit
,
500
GT

'
fte-eup

Fibrated Asphalt

t.'.8
" 1
t
g
) n's.

rno,
T
FoirrEts
775114
Flawless

-

5 gals. - "---"w----

Sale$2.15 Only $2.50 Sale2for30(

Snow-

PRICES

$20.25 """.
Forest Fires
Widespread

& Work C•r

Plus 99 Other
Exciting Prizes

-""

Unico
toffi/APiovie)

%03
,1

Ile.'

,

BATTERIES REDUCED

Sale

Sala

$18.95 02V1..

$13.95

plus Old

b...„

i

gr
i6_,..- Barn

OIL

For Example:
12-Volt 36-Month Guarantee
Regulerly 317 95 plus old battery

20 and 30 wt
Re usable Can
Regularly $695

Skit /
"
1
4

Paint
,n2 Gal can
Regularly $3 10 gal.

Electric Drill
Regularly $16.95

Sale $5.50 Sale $2.60 gal- Sale $14.88

50c DISCOUNT

tl
al
. .

On Every SO Lbs
Southern States

FREE

11

106. -•

CALF MILK WUXI

T.1
WEST

1

1

Riding

Association listed five
major forest fires last year.

Protection

I
-

0.-

Crop
;feria

Nipple Pail

wah 300 lbs
Southern States

'Regularly $340
.4541.

I
200 Ft. % inch
Flexible
PLASTIC PIPE
Reguialy $900

Sale $2.50

'''

HORSE FEED

itdillbtF- li
'
-•Q!'
,
,..
1C,

IP
il‘
t

Post

_..
FREE

Only

8
" ASH TRAY
With 10 lbs or More

6
/
1
2 Ft.
Steel

\

3

Fence

Sale $6.75 $1.15

r•
s

BEND
30 Cup

11
w

Insulated Jacket

Coffee Percolator

uegwany $889

13,9ularlY $12 95

Sale $6.99 Sale $9.45

FREE

d
i ri
pirig
°ht Freezer**
Regularly $289.00

Rainfall

Sale $253.50

Gauge
wit, Order for
One Ton or More
Southern States

Southern States

c

23.1 Cu. Ft.

r..,..,-,.- - )

.

WATER

hi

SYSTEM°

'

Pump. tank,
fittings
Regularly $295.75

Sale $199.50
U
Frnois
cto-F1r6
ee
.3 Cu. Ft.
Refrigerater-Freezer
Combination**

7 .1
• •-ft •

,

i
t

FERTILIZER
Lawn Grass Seed

hp
Submersible
ILA

.
-.tr

Regularly $359 00

Sale $309.00

k ....,
dam.
Ng
rrisk '
_.------

_

PLUS MANY MORE GREAT VALUES

Use Southern States Easy Payment Plan

See Southern States Fulton Cotip
CENTRAL AVE.

Carroll Barnard Mgr.
SOUTH FULTON

rtuton, Ay.

eptember th, 196i

Page 6-
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,WGIIEEN STAMPS 4,*
OVER400,000::3
TO BE WON BY PLAYING TIC-TAC-TOE

AT?iggh Iliagig I
twit 2%Mkt1.0imitunt(Jetat63.000 bum.Stamios.
PRICES IN'MIS AD GOOD THRU SAT.SEPTEMBER 171T I.
9.1fAft cArtg.eaAt 9i)106.&Wag`Sit-`Jaz-"Jet'10imam,.k

4k-ok-x

1,000
MRS. MARGIE CoRUM
1,000
MRS. JACK SAmpLEs
1,000
MRS. GEORGIA BELL
MRS. WILLIAM A. FULLER 1,000
MRS. ELIZABETH MERE T I 1,000

MRS. JAMES E. HIBBS
1,000 MRS. B.U. WiTHERSPooN
1,000 MRS...JACKIE WIAtTLOCK
t 1000
MRS. E.C. PLumLEY
1,000 MRS KENNETH CR.EwS
1,000 MRS.JAmES mcMuRRAy 1,000
MRS. LUELLA PHILLIPS
1,000 Mks. MIKE WILLIAMS
1,000 MRS. H.M. POwELL
1,000
MRS. LELA Mg I NTY RE
1,000 MRS. BARBERA GARBER
1,000 MRS. HANKIE WALKER
1,000
TYL0.14..Q.. S u.n.s.- t., Cru. 1)crn't Trkiaa. 'LA &till- Ce-a- ter(1.0 tn.- 2444 51 AAA/K. S todry..fw ai cwt.. Steet.o.!!!

tUa CB&WYO.k
fr

7(2 LB.

CARTON:

WITH 4, 5°9 PURCHASE EXCL. -4(
ToBAcco AND MILK PRODUCTS
•

P

POTTEDan

3°2

TOMATOES
10g PRESERVES=
COFFEE
79 TUN A
I LB. CAN

2:15'10225

100

HAA,SE'S GRATED
wki-ra 3- B62.

FOLGER'S

HUNTIS
BEANS Li.."1.14 P°I;LK

29k

Fo

A.

ANO
SANElo P. N E

1 LB.CAN
VY 1114
541, Puta.•
C44AsE ExcLuotNG
ToSAcco Awl°
PA-o0.

RICHTEX'3%Tc"An'-'19: MAYONNAISE etQu'irk.A14' P.NUT
DRESSING
49g CHERRIES
2YR P•N UTS
s
e,it

PEACHES 'zu- N7.,;r1 *pm
29g BEANsc.m.T.N34,12-„At-i w-i(.562. 4396

PLAtvE611.2:53,it,

EjAreTAEmg;

0PLAczTTE.

At
listAI.N1)C.Y:

Alk

°K2S

AS SORTED

PRESER
Fit

FLAVORS

*

,3- 18oz. JARS 4,
2.E..V A P•
..49

VIENNAS:"4-)1z1... 81? MILK'''.

JUICFt,̀ -,°''``'.'-

39

S2..
urAwr•.osia.t %Ft AEI. 2g
PINEAPPLE

CHASE

COF

JUICE?"1T

s

TAMALES'sn:T.
•• •••
U.S.
11.1:4ECTED

SAUCE

S
tL4
.
E .1.6
;T E

t.'3

I e0

_At., c„Avo..s
/

GALLON

COCKTA11.5 • ••::7-7° 29 WAXj""°'

BIZLAN00

2.1

ci..95t

WE NOW FEATURE 4•H Meta%teat
1301.0 FROM OUR OWN COUNTY,AT
a OUR REGULAR PRICES.S4109.11ow!

VlikoLE

LB.

FRYEU
RS.(;Sj.:!4L:tE-:
ecT 39 BROILERS:iL"T 35 STEAKcusE (0 162101 BACON ENDS ft.t.-.8:35
...
CHICKEN'T'"LB FRANKS
TRAY
MUTTON
29 BREAST
PACK
B01..06NA5L'" 39: LIVERS
*
NECK BONES...2 GIZZARDS LH"" Ls
LOPES"
lq°',POTATOES ct
10g ONIONS=
PEPPERS
LEMONS'.F0..;1..29t;BANANAS
FR I ES Fr?LirrtiGEs"
10c RADISHES
OPEN ALL OAY ON
1-5

AlC3221°

?°1z

A

49g 1 RI BS NtPAL: LEAN

L8 '5•

9
t

Le

cHIck"

LB

BELL eAcH

mE:RC-7X

1-t444

......•

PFR

r;
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